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THE EFFEC~IVEN~S S OF P RI NC IPALS AS I T IS
RELATED TO 1N'I')~HPERS Ol'IAl.· eEIU.VTOi-\. .!\ND
BILINGUAL/C ROSSCULTUl1AL EDUCATION
Abstract of DtssertatJon
Purpose . The purpose of thi s study was to examine t h e fol l owin g
questi o n s: Are the ratings of principal effectiveness rel~ted
to (1) the interpersonal behavior orientation s of principals,
(2) principalship experience , and (3) ttt e ?rincipals' reactions
to Bilin gual/Crosscultural (B/CC) eeucation? Are the r eaction s
of prin cipals to B/CC edu cation r ela~ed to (1) the interpersonal
behavior orientations of principals, and (2) the principais'
years of experience in B/CC education?
Procedures . Thirty e leme n tary school principals in o n e unified
school ·district made up the sample for this study.
Th ey were
given the Fundamental In terpersonal Rel ati~)ns __Qri£!ltatio ~l-
Behavio!_ (FIRO-B) questionnaire and the .? iling uali Crossc11l tur::dPrin ci~l Information questionnaire.
The FIRO-B question11airt~
was used to determin e the interpersonal behavior orientations
of the principals and the B/CC questionnaire was u s·a d to
- - - - .determin e t-he-reaGtj~ons_o:L..tJ e principals to B/CC educatior: .
The effectiveness of · the princ i pals was det ernunedT.':ronr r ;rt r!1g.s -- - - - - + by four school district central office staff members who w~re
fruniliar with the job performances of ~he principals.
Analysis
of covariance was us e d to de termine if t here were any si gnific~rit
diff e r e nces between the rated effectiveness of principals and
the thr ee interpersonal dimensions of FIRO-B.
Pearson's r was
used to d ete rmin e if there were a ny significant relationships
between the reactions of principals ~o BjCC educatio n and the
interpersona l behavior orientations of principals and their
BjCC experience.
Conclusion s.
Eighty percent of the ~rin cipals reacted positivel y
to B/CC education.
Seven null hyp otheses were derive d from the
research questions.
All of these h ypot h eses were retained at
the 0.05 leve l of.signtfic a nc e .
It was thus concluded that
there were no significant differences or significant relationships among these variables:
the rated effectiven ess of
principals, their reactions to BfCC educatio n, principalship
experience, FIRO-B scores, and years of B/CC experie nce .
Recomme ndatio n s.
The FIRO-B questionnaire has not been very
producti ve in studi es with school administrators, therefore it
is recorrunended that this st udy be r ep li c3.ted us ing a diff e rent
in st rumen~ to measure i nt e rp e r so nal b e havior.
It is also
recom:nended that situational variables that might affect leader
behavior nnd l eade r effective n ess be taken into account if thi s
study is replicated.
Further r esearc h is recommended to find
those variable s that will e nhance the acceptance of innovative
programs like B/CC ed uc ation by thos e in the e ducational
community a s well as by the public.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Administ rative effect iveness has been a subject of
con cern in the Unit e d States s ince the writings of Frederick
Taylor on 11 Sci e ntific management" in the early 1900's. 1
Following Taylor' s initial work, writers who wrote about
organizations placed greater emphasis on the human dimension
of organizations. In the 1930's and 1940 's, Mary Parker
Follett 2 Elton hlayo, 3 Fritz J. Roethli sberger , 4 and
~

-nester Barmrrd~wrote about- the importan.ce of'

uman

relations and cowmunications in organizations. In the
7
1950's, Douglas M. McGregor 6 and Chris Argyris wrote about
1
Frederick Taylor, The Principles of Scientific
Man agement (New York: Harper and Bros., 1911) .
2
Mary Parker Follett, Dynami c Administration: The
Coll ect_e d P_~p cr s of hl::try Parker Folle tt, eds . Henry Me tcal f
and Lyndall Urwick (Ne w York: Ha rp er and Bros., 1940).
~ Elton

.
Mayo, The Human Problems o f an In d u str1al
Civilization (Boston: Harvard Business School, 1939).
4 Frit z J. Roethli s be rger, Management and Morale
(Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1941) .
5 chester Barnard, The Functions of the Executi ve
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1939) .

6

Douglas M. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
(New York: McGr aw-Hill Book Co., 1960).
7Chris Argyris, Personality and Organization (New
York: Harper and Row, 1959).
1

2

the human sid e of enterprise and the need for the personal
dev e lopment of individuals i n organizations.

In the 1960's,

Herbert Kaufman wrote about the n eed for the decentralization of administration and the need for greater emp loyee
involvement in the deci sio n making process of organizations .
And in the 1970's, the primary issues appear to be the
fanta s tjc growth of public employee uni o n s and the demand
for equal employment opportunities,

Hany of the i ssues and

deve lopments i n public administration hav e had a great
influe nce on the issu es and developments in educational
administration ,
- - - - - - - - - -Like_public administration 1 edu cational administration was co nc e rn ed about Taylor's "sci e ntific management"
techniques in the early 1900's.
influ e nced Frank E . Spaulding

9

Taylor's ideas for exampl e,
and John F. Bobbitt

10

who

wrote on improving sc hool systems by u sing "scientific
manageme nt" techniques.

Later writers in educat]onal

administration placed l ess emphasis on th e t ec hn iqu es and

8

nerbert Kaufman, "Administrative Decentralization
and Political Power," Public Admin ].stration Review, 29
(J anuary/February, 1969), 3-15 .
9 Frank E . Spau l ding, "Improv i ng School Systems
Throu gh Scientific Management," Proceeding; ~ of the
Superintendence 1 National l~ducation Association 1 1913
( Washingto n : Nationa l Educ ation Association, 1913) .
10 John F. Bobbitt, J. W. Ha l l, and J . D. Wolcott,
T i~~-~~E~Evision of Ci tv Sc h ool§_ , Twe lfth Ye arbook of th e
National Society for t h e Study of Education, Part I
(Chic ago: University of Chicago Press, 1913) .

8

3

mechanics of school admi ni stration o.nd grea t er e mph asJ.s on
the human aspects of school administration.

J. W. Getzels

and E. G. Guba wrote about the importance of meeting the
ne eds dispositions of individuals working in sch ools as well
as meetj.n g the goals of th e instit uti o n.
and Warr en L. Evenson

13

11

Andrew Halpin

12

f ound that the human relationships

superintendents and principals have with their staffs were
as imp o rtant to their effective n ess as their organi zatio n al
skills.

James Li pham,

and Norman Frederiksen

14
15

John Hemp h i ll , Daniel Griffiths,
s tudi e d the personal variables

relat ed to effectiveness a nd administrative style in school
----------admin~stration

and-Lo un

that the re a r e p e rsonal qualities

that effective principals possess that ineffective
princip als do not possess, although there are no un iversal l y
accepted set of personal va riabl es that have been identified

11

J. W. Getze l s an d E . G. Guba, "Social Behavior and
the Admin istrative Process, " School Review, 65 (Wint er ,
1957), 423-41.
12

Andr ew Halpin, The Leadership Behavior of
(Chicago: ~lidw est Administration Cent er ,
University of Chicago, 1959).

§.~~r intendents

13

warre n Evenson, "Leaders hip. Behavior of Hi gh
School Principals,'' National Association of Se condary
Principals Bulletin, 43 (September, 1959), ~6- 101.
14

James Liph am, "Personal Variables of Effective
Admini st rat ors ,'' Administrator's Notebook, 9 (S eptember ,
1960), 1-4.
15

John K. Hemphill, Daniel Griffiths, and Norman
Frede rik se n, Administrative Performan ce and Personalitv
(New York: Teac h e r' s College Bureau of Publications, 1 962) .

4

as inherent in effectj.ve leade r s .
Admini s t r ativ e effective ne s s a s it r e late s to h uman
r e l atio n s continues to be a c u rre nt subject of concern f or
the edu cational establishment .
elementary principals fo und '' . .

A n ati o nwide s urvey of
. the larges t number of

problems j.dentified by principals involved their difficulty
in establishing and maintaining success ful huma n re l ati o ns hips." 16 John Cunniff, writing for the Assoc i ated Press,
stated :
In ept n ess in d ealin g with peopl e is eme rgin g in
recent years as the fatal flaw f or co r porat e chie f
executi ves , although a decade ago it was h ardly even
mentioned as a we akness .
The assessme n t comes from an analysi s o f top
executi v e changes in- t h e natien's 50Q-lar ges ~---industrial concerns .
17
Another major concern related to admini s trative effective n ess, i s an organ i z atio n' s ability to meet the demand s o f
r a pid soc i etal .change and a n administrator ' s abili t y to
accept t h e change and impleme nt the innovations .

Fre de rick

C. Mos e r writ es :
. . . o r gan izat i ons must, if they ar e to survive ,
b e r espon s ive, ad a ptive, flexibl e , creative , and
innovative . This me ans, a mong oth e r thin gs , that
th ey will incr e asingly b e s tru c tur e d around proj ects
or proble ms to be solved rather than as p e rmanent

16

.
Keith Goldh a mmer a n d othe r s , El e me n t ary Schoo l
Princ ina l s a n d Th e ir Schoo l s : Beacon s of13'r1 J.lian ce and
Pot·i;-o-~~s~Pe stil e nc e (Eug en e : Un iver s ity o f Oregon Press ,

19i ff, 8 .
17

John Cunni ff , "Top Execs Are ToppJin g Under a
Fata l Flaw," As sociated Press Dispatch, ~toc~t o~ (Cal if . )
~ ec o ~.2_, Sept e mb e r 1 5, 1978, p. 44, col. 4 .

5
impervious hi era-rc hi es of offices,
sections . 18

dl.vision ~; ,

and

It was t h e con cern ove r admi n istrative effec t ive n ess,
successful human relationships, and the acceptance and
impl ementatio n of edu cational innovatio ns that was the basis
for thi s s tud y .
~ ose

of the Study

The purpose of thi~ study was to investigate
the effecti ve n ess of principals as it relates to· the
int e rp ersonal behavior orie ntati ons of the p rin cipals,
the principals' r eaction s to an educational inn ovat i on,
and experience .

The e duc at i o n a l innovation 1nvestigat:ed 1n

this study was Bilingual / Crosscultural edu cation.
Hypoth ese~

The study was based on the foll owi n g h ypot h eses:
H-1.

There is a sign if ic a nt di ffere n ce betwe e n

effecti ve and l ess effective principals in the int e rpersonal
relation s dime nsi o n of In cl u sion.
H-2.

Ther e is a s i g ni ficant d iffere n ce b etween

effect ive and l ess effect i ve prin cipals in the interpersonal
relati o ns dime n sion of Control.
H-3.

18

The r e is a s ignific a nt diff e r e n ce between

Fre d e r ick C. Mosher, "The PubLlc Service i.n the
Tempor ary Society," Pub l ic Adml.n istra t io n Rt~view, (January I
February , 1 971), 62.

6

effective and less effect ive principals in the interpersonal
relatio n s dimension of Affection.
H-4 .

There is a s ignifi cant relation s hip between a

princip al's effective n ess an d the number of years the
principal has been a principal.
H-5.

There is a

signi fic~nt

relationship between

the eff e ctiveness of principals and· their reaction to the
educational innovation-Bilingual/Crosscultural educat1on .
H-6.

There is

~

principal' s reaction to

signifi~ant

relationship between a

BilingualjCrosscultura~

(B/CC)

education a nd the principal' s i nt e rp erso nal behavior.
-7.

Th ere is a

si~ficant

rela.tionship between a.

principal's reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural edu cation
and the number of years of experi e n ce a. principal h as had
in Bilingual/Crosscultural edu cation .
Procedures
Thirty elementary school principals in one unified
school district in California made up the sampl e for this
study.

These principals were given the Fundamental

Int erp e r s onal Relations Orientation-Behavi.or questionnaire
and the Bilingual/Cross cu ltur a l-Principal Information
questi on n aire .

The Fundamental Interp e rsonal Relations

Orientation-Be havior inve ntory was u sed to determine the
interpersona l behavior orientations of the principals and
the Bilingual/Cros scultural-Principal Inf ormation

question~

naire was u sed to determine the e l eme ntary principals'

'7

reacti o n s t o th e e ducati o n a l

inn ovat~'ln-B jCC

edu c ation.

The

effect ive ness o f th e pr i n c ip a l s was determi n e d from t h e
ratin gs by fou r central o f f i ce s t aff memb er s who

we~e

famil iar with th e j o b p e r fo rma n ces of the principals.

The

anonymit y o f th e p rin c ipals wa s ins u red b y a procedure wh i c h
code d the r atin gs of the rat e r s and t h e quest i onn a i res of
the p a rticip a nt s .
Multi-vari a t e and c orre latio n a l s t a ti st i cal met h o d s
were utili zed t o anal yze the data co llected fr om thi s s tudy.
Analy s i s of cov a ri a n ce wa s used t o d e t e rm i n e if there we r e
any signific ant diff e r e nces b e tween t h e rat e d e f fec ti ven e ss
of princ i p al s and t h e three inte rp e r sona l dime nsion s of t h e
FIRO-B.

Pe ar son' s r was used t o d e t e rmi ne if there we r e

any r e latio n s hip s b e t ween t h e principa l s' r e act i o n s to B/ CG
educat i on, t h e ir int e r p e r son a l b e h avior ori e n t ation, o r
their B/CC exp e r ien ce.

The s i g nifi can ce leve l of 0.05 was

use d t o test the hyp o the s es of thi s s tudy .

Th e Univer si ty

of the Paci f i c ' s Burrou g h s 6700 comp u te r was u sed t o a ss i s t
in the comput a t io n and process in g of the data co l lect e d i n
thi s s tudy.
De fin i t ion s
For the purpose o f thi s s tudy, the fo llowin g
defini tion s we r e u sed:
FIRO-B. "F.I.R.O . -B" is a n abbreviati o n fo r
"Fundame nt al I n t e r pe r so n a l Re l a ti o n s Ori e nt a ti o n-Be havi o r."
It i s a 54-i t e m que s ti o nn ai r e whi c h meas u re s 3 f und ame nt a l
dime n s i o n s of int e rp e r so nal rel a tion s: "inclus i o n,"

8

" control," and "affection." 19
In~erp e r so n a l.
The term "jnterpersonal" refers to
relations that occur between peopl e .
It is a ss ume d that,
owing to psychological presence of other people, interpersonal situations l e ad to behavior in an individual that
di ffers from b e havior of the individual when he i s not i n
the pres e nce of oth e r p e rsons.
An optimally useful
deftn i t ion of "tn terpersonal" ts one such that all si tuat i.ons
crassified a s int e rpersonal have important prop e rties in
common--prop e rties that are in gen e ral different from those
of non-interp e rsonal situations . 20

Inclusion. The interpersonal need for inclusion is
defined behaviorally as the need to establi s h and maintain
a satisfactory relation with respect to interaction and
association.
"Satisfactory relation" include s (1) a
psychologically comfortable r e lation with people on .a
dimension ranging from originating or initiating inter a ction
with all people to not initiating interaction with anyone;
(2) a psycholo g ically comfortable relation with people with
respect to eliciting behavior f rom them some where on a
dimension ran g ing from always initiating interaction with
the self o n e ver ini t"Iating intera crion~ th- tne se-lf. 2-1
1 Contro~.
The interp e r s onal n e e d for co nt ro l is
defin e d b e havio rally as th e n e ed to e stabli s h and main t ain
a s ati s factory r e l a tion with people with r esp e ct to control
and power.
"Satisfactory relation" includ e s (1) a psycholo gically comf ortabl e r e lation with p e ople some wh e r e on a
dime nsion ran g ing f rom controlling all the b e havior of other
people to not controllin g any behavior of oth e r s and (2) a
psy c holo g ically comfortable r e lation with p e opl e with
re s p e ct eliciting b e havior from the m somewhere on a dimension ran g ing from alway s bein g control1ed by them to never
being controlle d by t h e m.22

Affection . The interpers ona l need for a ff e ction is
defin e d b e havi o rally as the n ee d to e s tab li s h and ma int a in
a s atisfactory relation with others with r espect to love and
aff e ction . Affection always r e f e rs to a two-person ( dyadic)

19

Le o R . Ryan, Clinical Int e rpr e tation of th e FIRO-B
(1977 ed .; Palo Alto: Consulting P s ychologi s t s Pre s s, In c.,
197 7), 5.
20

william C. Schutz , The Int e rp e r s onal Und e rworld
(Palo Alto: Science and Behavior Books , Inc., 1 966), 14.
21

Ibid., p. 8.

22

Ibid.

9
relation.
"Satisfactory relation" includes (1) a psychologically comfortable relation with others somewhere on a
dimension ranging from initiating close, personal relations
wi.th everyone to originating close, personal relations with
no one; (2) a psychologically comfortable relation with
people with respect to eliciting behavior from them on a
dimension ranging from always ori.ginating close, personal
relati.ons toward the self, to never originating close,
personal relations toward the self.23
Expressed Behavior. Expressed or manifest behavior
is overt-,-observable behavior in the areas of inclusion,
control, and affection.24
Wanted Behavior. Wanted behavior refers to what the
person want_&_ from othe-r people in the areas of inclusion,
control, and affection,25
Principal.
The term principal in this study refers
to a full-ti~e chief building administrator of a public
school having grades pre-school through sixth grade or any
portion thereof.
- Bi-lingual-/CFos-sGul t~ural-Educat iol).. -Bi-lingual/Cross-·_
cultural ~ducation is defined by the California State
Department of Education as a process that uses a pupil's
primary language as the principal source of instruction,
while at the same time systematically and sequentially
teaching him in the language of the predominant culture.
1'he curriculum components of Bilingual(Crosscultural
education includes:
- English as a Second Language,
- all areas covered by the Education Code,
-instruction given in the student's own language
until he is proficient enough in English to be instructed
in that language, and
- cultural awareness, which provides pupils' with
a chance to foster their cultural heritage as well as
enrich their cognitive and verbal processes.26

23 Ibid., p. 20.
24 Ryan, op. cit., p. 5.
26

25

Ibid.

california State Department of Education, The 5
W's of California Bilingual-Bicultural Education,
(Sacr£i.lnent0:H17<1), p. 3.
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Limitations and Delimitations
Generalizations from this study were limited to
populations which are in school districts that are similar
in size and organizational structure and are in cities which
are demographically similar to the city in the sample.
study was delimited to the

ele~entary

The

school principals in

the public schools in one unified school district in
California.

No attempt was made to determine the reasons

for the perceptions of those surveyed.
Significance of Study
-

-The findings -'from this- study -have

and practical implications.

-bo~h

~heoret-ica-1

The study will have implications

for educational administration, for the theory upon which
the FIRO-B is based, and for BilingualfCrosscultural
education.
FIRO-B is a social psychologically based theoretical
model which takes into account both the interpersonal desires
of a person as well as the person's interpersonal relations
with others.

The study might be able to find an useful

application of the FIRO-B instrument in the study of leadership behavior in school administration.
Also, the findings from this study could provide
useful information for decision making in school districts.
The findings could be utilized in the following areas:
1. Decision making in the assignment of principals

11
to schools w:l th !3ilingual/Crosscul tural educaU.on programs.
2.

Counseling with principals in respect to

personal and professional development.
3.

Counseling university students who are interested

in educational administration as a major.
4.

Decision making in respect to hiring and assign-

ment of prospective principals to elementary schools.
Overview
The study was organized into five chapters.

The

description of the chapters follows:
The ill_trocluction and general overview of the study
is found in Chapter I.

The purpose and hypotheses of the

study are also included in the chapter.
In Chapter II, the literature in the areas of public
administration, educational administration, and Bilingual/
Crosscultural education are reviewed.

The research in

educational administrative behavior and educational
innovation are reviewed in the chapter also.
The procedures and methodologies used in the study
are described in Chapter III.

Also described are the

instrumentation and statistical procedures used in the study.
The analyses of the data collected for this
are presented in Chapter IV.

s~udy

A summary of the study, the

conclusions drawn from the study, and the recommendations
are found in Chapter V.

Chapter II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH
Chapter II contains a review of the literature and
research pertJ.nen t to this study.
five sections.

The chapter is made up of

In the first section an historical overview

of public adminstration is presented.

Section two ·contains

an historical overview of educational administration.

In

the third section the research on educational alim1nistrat i ve
behavior is discussed.

Section four reviews the research on

educational innovation as it relates to principals.

·.Apd

section five presents an historical overview of the
educational innovation, Bilingual/Crosscultural education in
the United States.
In sections one and two a general background for this
investigation is presented.

Sections three, four, and five

present specific research and literature pertinent to this
study and its variables.
Public Administration-An Overview
This section contains an historical overview of
public administration in the United States beginning with
a paper written by President Woodrow Wilson.

This section

provides an historical background for the next section on
educational administration.

12
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Int erest in the s tudy of o rganiz ational adml n istration probably h a d it s beginnings in Ame ri ca with Presi d en t
Woodrow Wilson's paper, " Th e Study of Admini.stration." 1

In

that pap e r wr itte n i n 188 7, Pr e sid e nt Wi l son discussed the
nee d for organization and management i n government offices.
Wils on' s p ap e r did not r eceive muc h attention at th e time,
however , in the early 1900 's the "scien ce of admin istration "
became a se riou s s ubje c t of study.
During this period, four persons who exemplified
the era of "adminis trative e f ficie n cy" were Frederick Taylor,
Henri Fayo l, Luther H.

G~lick,

and Lyndall Urwick .

The se

four men, thre e of- them e n gi n eer-s- in- top- management - - - - - - - - - - +
positions , were primarily concerned with administrative
efficie n cy .

Through th ei r e xp e riments a nd studi es , they

were abl e to del i n eate the rol e of manage r s more clearly.
This excerpt from Taylor exp r esses t h e t e n o r of organizational administration durin g thi s period.

He wr o t e :

It is only t hroug h e n fo r ced standard izati o n
of met ho ds , enforced adaptation of the b est
impl ement s and working condi t io n s, and e n force d
coope rati o n that this faster wo rk can b e assur e d,
and th e duty of e nforci n g this cooperation r es t s
with man ageme nt alone.2
The concep t of "administrative effici e ncy" do min a ted the
field of public administration but the re were those who felt

1 woodrow Wilson, "The Study of Administration,"
Politica l S c i e n ce Quart e rl y , 2 (Jun e , 1887).
2

Fre derick Ta ylor, Th e Pr i ncipl es of Sc i e ntifi c
Management ( New York: Ha rpe r and Bros., 1911), p. 53 .
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that this approach was too narrow.

These critics did not

dispute the importance of efficiency as a goal, but they
held tha.t the fundamental processes like communication and
shared decision making were important also. 3
Among the best known persons who reacted to the
"gospel of efficiency" preached by the earlier writers in
organizational admini~tration were Mary Parker Follett,
Elton Mayo, Fred Boethlisberger, Chester Barnard, and
Herbert Simon.

Unlike the earlier writers, none was an

engineer and three were university professors.

This group

of writers placed greater emphasis on human processes and
human interaction in the production of goods.

The

Hawthorne Plant studies of Mayo and Roethlisberger found
that production increased when workers were given more
attention and were treated in a more humane way rather than
when they were treated only as producers on an assembly line.
Human relations in organizations was Follett's major focus.
She was concerned with the behavior and the participation
of workers in the decision making process.

Barnard

emphasized the impact of informal groups on the communication
process of formal organizations.

And Simon delved deeply

into the social and psychological aspects of organizational

3

Bertram M. Gross, "The Scientific Approach to
Administration," Behavioral Science and Educational
Administration, Sixty-thi~d Yearbook of the National Society
for the sf1ictyof Education, Part II (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1964), p. 45.
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administration.

Follett summarized the emphas is of thi s

period when she wrote:
The real service of businessme n i s not just the
productio n a nd di s tribution of manufac tur e d arti c l es .
It is to give an opportuni t y f or individua l d e ve lopment through b e tt e r organization of human r e lationships . . . The process of production is a s imp o rt a nt
for the wSlfare of so c iety as the product o f
production.4
The writings of these writers in the 1930's and the 194 0's
influenced the "new industrial humanism" writ e rs of the
1950's.
In the 1950's, Douglas McGregor and Chris Argyris
wrote major works on the importance of meeting the personal
needs of individuals who function

within

organizations.

Argyris promoted organizational development as a means to
improve an organization's capabilities and human resources.
McGregor proposed a theory of managing people based on mor e
adequat e assumptions about human nature and human motivation.
McGregor summarized the thinking of the 1950's in this
statement:
The ingenuity and the pers everance of industrial
management in th e pursuit of economic e nds have
changed man y s c i e ntific and t e chnological dreams
into common plac e r e alities . It is now be c oming
clear that the applic a tion of these same talents to
the human side o f e nt e rprise will not only enhance
these materialistic achieveme nts , but will bring us

4 Mary Parker Foll e tt, Dy namic Administration: The
Coll ect e d Pape r s o f ~1ary Parke r Fol l e tt, e d s . He nry Metcalf
and Lyndall Urwick ( New York: Harper and Bros., 1940),
p . 141.
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one step closer to "the good society."

5

The work of McGregor and Argyris led to th e height of the
behavioral science movement in the study of organi zational
administration in the 1960's.
The behavioral science movement in the study of
organizational

admini~tration

gained impetus in the 1960' s .

Organizational development grew as the theori es of Argyris
and McGregor were confirmed.

Also, many of Barnard's

theories concerning the dimensions of effectiveness and
efficiency as they affect organizations wer e confirmed .
Durin g this decade, administrative decentralization was a
concept advocated by proponents who wanted greater representation by members of the organizat ion.

Herb e rt Kaufman wrote:

In short "decentralizatio n" of administration
is in th e air eve rywhe r e . While it is sometimes
defended on the grounds of efficiency, it is more
frequently justified in t erms of e ffective popular
participation in government .
,6
To improve efficiency, systematic approaches to management
in the form of Program Evaluation·Review Te c hnique, Critical
Path Analysis, and others, were attempted in the 1960's.
In the budgeting arena, Program Planning and Budgeting
Systems dominated the budgeting process during the 1960's;
but by the end of the decade, it was being phased out.

The

5

nou glas hl. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960).
6 Herbert Kaufman, "Administrative Decentralization,"
Publi c Administration Review, 29· (January /February, 1969),
8.

(
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desire for gre at e r representation in the de cision making
process led to issues that became prominent in the 1970 ' s.
The prominent issues of the 1970's have been the
tremendous growth of public employee unions and the demand
for equal employment opportunity.

During the 1970 ' s,

Management by Objectiyes, a concept introduced by Peter F.
Drucker in the mid-1950's gained wide acceptance in public
administration.

In the

ar~a

of budgeting, Zero-Based

Budgeting was introduced by P e ter A Pyhrr .

This approach

to budget decision making was used by President Jimmy Carter
when he was governor of the state of Georgia.

The rapid

changes in institutions and organizations c ontinued in th e

-------

1970's.

In discussing this concern, Frederick C. Moshe r

wrote:
. . . Societies of the past have of course
changed, particularly in the West, but none with
such speed and few with such awareness. Basic
social changes of long ago can, by historians, be
described in terms of eras; later in terms of
centuries; more r e cently in terms of generations.
But the "social g e neration" of today is considerably shorter than the "human gen e rati o n." The
parent of the 70's is pre paring his infant offspring for a society not the same as his own and
not even 6nce r e moved from his own.
It is more
nearly twice removed.7
Mosher points out that this rapid change has important
implications for public organizations, especially for

7 Frederick C . Mosher, "The Public Service in the
Temporary Society," Public Administration Review, 31
(January/February, 1971), 47.
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The history of public administration i n the United
State s begnn with a co nc e rn for in c r easi ng the ef f iciency
in the produc tion of products .

React i on t o this co ncern

with pro du ct ion r es ult e d in the human r e lati on s moveme nt.
The continue d con cerri fo r t he eff ici e ncy of o r gani zations
as wel l as for the effect ive ness of the members -of those
organizati ons led t o the

b e h ~vioral

science movement i n the

study of o r ganizational administration.

This study is

concerned wi th organizational administration as it relates
to education.

The hi story of educational administration

_ _ _ _ _ will be the next area of rev'-1=·-.e.
=: .w
. :. :. . ..:.___~------Educational Administrati on-An Ove rview
Educational administration did not become a separat e
subj ec t of s tudy in America until the early 1900' s . 9 I t was
perhaps the work of Tay l o r that caused the e ducat i o nal
community to look seriously at the administration of our
public schools.

Taylor's "scientific mana gemen t " concepts

cause d many o rganizations to assess th e " effic i e ncy" of
their shops , plant s , and institutions.

This co ncern for

efficiency had a tremendous impac t on the e ducation a l

8

Ibid., pp. 53-61.

9 Raymond E. Callahan, Education a nd th e Cult of
Effi c i e n cy (Chicago: The University of Chi cago Press , 1962) ,
188-89 .
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communit y that is still being felt today . 10 For examp1e,
one of the practices to achieve efficie n cy during this
perio d was to increase class size, eliminate small classes,
and decrease course offerings--these practices are still
being u sed today when there is n ee d to b e " efficient"
because there is inadequate financing for schools.

Th e

concern for efficiency in educational administration was
expresse d by Frank Spaulding.

Spaulding was the· main

speaker at a special meeting devot e d to the consideration
of educational administration as a possibl e subject of study
at univers ities.

This meeting was held in March of 1910,

and was sponsored by the National Society of College Teach ers of Education.

Spaulding opened his speech by charging:

. . . The administration of public education is
grossly inefficient;
it is ~he weakest phase of
our great educational enterprise.
In its present ·
state, school administration is not the live produ ~t
of clear, far-sighted vision, and keen insight; it
is sluggish resultant of tradition, habit , routine
prejudice , inertia, slightly modi fied . by occasional
and vocal outbursts of spasmodic, semi-intelligent,
progressive activity.
In school administration
there is little thinking and leading, but much feel ing and following, .with faces turned more often to
the rear than to the front.11
In the years that followed, Spaulding continued his
criticism of the inefficient administration of the schools.
In 1913, he presented his solution to this problem at the

10
11

Ibid . , p. 251.

Frank E. Spaulding, Th e Aims, Scope, And Method
of a Universit Course in Public Sc h ool Administration
Iowa Ci ty : The National Society of College Teac h e r s of
Education, 1910), p. 3.
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first meeting of the Department of the Superintendent of
the National Education Association .

His topic was "Improv-

ing School Systems Through Scientific Management."

His

proposal, however, bore little re s emblance to Taylor's
approach to efficiency.

Spaulding's ways and me ans for

lowering costs consisted of eliminating small classes,
increasing the sizes of others, and reduc ing th e classes
offered in the school program.

12

Spaulding's "scientific

management" approach to managing school districts was one
of the most popular approaches, even though there were
others who attempted to interpret Taylor's ideas for the
administration of schools.
John F. Bobbitt applied some of the major elements
of Taylor's "scientific management" system to educational
administration.

Like Taylor, Bobbitt's system reduced the

"worker" to . automatons and placed heavy responsibility for
production on management.

Bobbitt's work contributed in a

general way to the acceptance by school administrators of
the business-industrial organizational patterns in education,
but his work also contributed to the authoritarian concept
of educational administration.

13

The "cult of efficiency" in

12

Frank E. Spaulding, "Improving School Systems
Through Scientific ~tana geme nt," Proc e edin g s of the De partment of the Sup e rint e ndent...J National Education Association,
1913, (Washington: National Education Association, 1913),
p. 247-79.
13

Callahan, op. cit.,

p~.

83-4.
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education, initiated by Spaulding, had a major impact on th e
preparation of school administrators at the universities.
For the p eriod from 1910 to 1930, Ellwood Cubberley
and George D. Strayer were among those who had the greatest
influence on the preparation of school administrators.
These two · men had great influe nce because they wrote mote
than all the other educati o nal leaders of their time,
because thty taught more students and directed more research
than other professors, and because t hey stayed in their
field longer than their colleagues.

Cubberley was the

acting head of Stanford's Departme nt of Education in 1898,
___________ and in 1917 became dean when the department became the
School of Education.

--------------~

He was also editor of the Riverside

Text Series in Education published by Houghton Mifflin--a
series in which 106 books, of which he edited 103, were
published by 1941.

14

Cubberley's major influence originated

in the textbooks he wrote o n school administration.

The

emphases of his books were upon th e organizational, l egal ,
and financial problems of educational administration, and
contained frequent references to business and industry.
The books were filled with both business and industrial
terminol ogy and frequent analogies were mad e from these two
fields to e ducation.

15

14

Jesse B. Sears and Adin D. He nde r son, Cubb e rl ey
of Stanford (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1957) ,
p. 81.
15

callahan, op. c1't . , p. 184 .
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Callahan describ es Cubbe rley' s system of administrati o n as "benevo lent authori tari2.ni s m. "

16

Cubbe rl ey ' s

description of the kind of p e r so n th e s uperintend e nt must
b e provides s upport to Callaha n' s desc ription of him.

In

his mos t influential textbook, Public School Admini st ration,
Cubber l e y wrot e :
. The man who would b e s uperintendent of
schools-the educational l ead e r of th e city-must be
clean, both in person a nd mind; h e must be temperate,
both in speech a nd act; he must be honest and square ,
and b e able to look me n st rai g h t in the eye i· and h e
mu s t b e poss e ssed of a hi g h se n se of honor. 7 He
mus t also b e . . . more than a teacher of teachers,
and more than merely the executive officer of t he
board of education.
He mu s t be a man of affairs,
possesse d of good common sen se , and business , a nd
good at_ ge_t_t_in_g_ work out of peop~e_,_but k eeping
himse lf fr e e as possibl e from routine service so
as to hav e time to observe, to study, to think ,
to plan, to advise, to g uide , and to lead.l8
George D. Strayer also had s ub stantial in f lue n ce on
the lit e r at ure in e ducat ional administration for the period
from 1910 to 1930.

Strayer was a professor of e duc at j.o n al

admini st r ation at Teach er's College at Columbia Univers ity,
which was graduating more students in e ducation durin g this
p e riod than any othe r institution.

In 1926, Teacher ' s

16

Raymond E . Callah a n a nd H. Wa rren Button,
"lU sto ri cal Change of the Role of the Man in th e Organization," Be havi o r a l Scien ce and Educational Administration,
Sixty-tl1ird Yea r boo k of th e National Society for the Study
of Education, Part II (Chi cago: University of Chicago Press,
1964 ) ' p . 85 .
17

Ellwood P . Cubberley, Public School Administration
(Bos t o n: Houg hton Mifflin , 1916), p. 137.
18

Ibid., p . 143.
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College, Columbia University had 5,333 s tude nts; and in
that year 1,383 masters degr ees were awarded from that
institution . 19 According to Callahan, Strayer probably
taught more courses in administration, directed more school
surveys, and directed more di ssertat ions than any other
. e d uca t"1ona 1 a d m1n1s
. . t ra t"1on. 20 St rayer b e 1·1eve d
person 1n
school administrators should be trained by working on actual
daily probl ems of the field.

He wrote:

. . . there is no detail of th e work of the
administrator that may not properly become the
subject of int e n ~ive investigation by those who
are candidates for the doctor's degre e in the
professio nal school21 . . . As a basis fo r the
study of scientific methods in educational
administration, each student will from time to
rime-, - be r equir ed a- collect ancl-present--~n class,---------------for criticism as to content an d method, data from
his o~n school system with r egard to the character
of the school population, census an d attendance,
classificat i on a nd progress of children, efficiency
of supervisors, provisions for th e physical we lfar e
of students, organizat i o n and work of the school
board, training and tenure of teac h e r s, salary
schedules, school buildings and equipment, costs,
records, reports, and the like.22
It was b ecau se of Strayer's emphasis on the practical
aspects of administration that much of the research during
this period was on the technical, the financial, and the

19

Callahan and Button, op. cit., pp. 88-9.

20 callahan, op. cit., p. 185.
21 George D. Strayer and others, Problems in
Educational Administration (New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teacher's College, Columbia Univers ity, 1925), p. vii.
22

George D. Straye r, Description of practicum cited
in Callahan, op. cit., pp. 197-98.
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mcchani caJ problems of education.

Continued int e re s t and

atte n tion was given to the te c hniques and me thods of the
indust rial community, but in the early 1930' s, interest in
the purpos e of public education as a topic of concern
r ~ap p ea r e cl

after two decades of emphasis on the "scientific

ma n agement" of the sc hools.
The e mpirical studies of Mayo at the Hawtho rn e

Pl~nt,

the writings of Foll e tt on human r e lations, and the studies
of Kurt Lewin and his colleagues on de mo c ratic and autocratic l eaders hip styles provided the backg round for th e huma n
relation s moveme nt in e ducational administration durin g the
--------1930's- and 1940's .

During this period th e re was a n outpour-

ing of treati ses and books with a human r e lations-group
dynami cs point of view.
sample t i tl es:

Getze l s and others cite th ese

The World of Work:

Industrial Society and

Human Relation s , Practical Applications of De mocratic
Leadership, Huma n Relations in Schoo l Admini s tration, and
Improv ing Hum a n Relations in School Administration.

23

Wilbur A. Yauch's general principles of schoo l administration provided a sample of the human r e l ations - group dynami cs
emphasis of this p e riod .
1.

Yauch's ge n e r a l principles were :

De mocracy is primarily conce rn e d with huma n
r e lation s; th e r efo r e a most important consideration i s the prin c i pal' s dealings with t eacher s
individually and collectively.

23 Jacob W. Gc t ze ls, J ames M. Liph a m, and Ronald
Campb e ll, Educational Administration ns a Social Process:
Theory Hcsearch 1 Practice ( New York : Harp e r a nd Row, 1968),
p. 38 .
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2.

Simple prob l e ms of human relation s a lmost always
have wider fr·ame s ·of r eferen ce.

3.

Th e si ngle-school fac ulty i s the mo st natural
and eff i cient uni t of d emocrati c act i on.

4.

The principal is in the mos t a dv antageous
positio n to offer l ead ers h ip to th e faculty
in its att e mpt s to prov ide itself with
democratic experie n ces.

5.

The faculty i~ a compl ex social group which
r equ j.res exp ert handling to achi eve its own
best desires.

6.

Th e primary r espon si bility of th e principal
i s th at of facilitation of th e interaction s
of th e faculty gro up so that t h ey may r esu lt
in max imum b e n efit to the t each ers .

7.

All individuals affected by any d ecisio n s shoul d
have a share in d etermin i n g its character and'···
form. 2 4

By t h e e nd of the 1940 ' s, int e r est in huma n r elat ion s
mov eme nt bad begun to wane, and the administrative process
b ecame a topic of interest in educational administration.
The process approach to organizational administration h a d earli e r applicati o n s in the business commu nity.

25 26
•
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Wilbur A. Yauch, Impr ovi n g Hum a n Relations i n
Scho ol Administration (Ne w Yo rk : Harp e r an d Row, 1968),
p. 38.
25

He nri Fayol, tran s ., General a nd Industrial
Management by Constanc e Storrs (London: pJ tman Pub . Co.,
1949 ).
26

Luther H. Gulick and Lynd a ll F . Urwick, eds . ,
P a p e r s o n the S~ience of Administration (New York : M6Grnw~
Hill Book Co ., 1 950 ) .

26
Paul Mort

27

and Jesse B. Sears

28

applied the process

formulation to educational administration in the late 1940's
and early 1950's.

The descriptive terms used by Sears to

describe the functions of the educational administrator
were planning,
controlling.

29

organizi~ng,

directing,

.££.:~s!inat ing,

and

This process approach to the administrative

process continued in education through 1960.

30

Concurrent

with the period in which Mort and Sears published their
works were two important developments which were very
influential in the study of educational administration,
the formation of the National Conference of Professors of
Eguca:t;iorml Administration (NCPEA) and the formation of the
Cooperative Program in Educational Administration (CPEA)
in 1950.
NCPEA and CPEA brough professors and administrators
together and stimulated. much discussion, critical analysis,
and study about educational administration.

The Kellogg

Foundation provided about seven million dollars to fund the
various projects and studies of CPEA from its beginning in

27 Paul R. Mort, Principles of School Administration,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book co., 1946).
28 Jesse B. Sears, The Nature of the Administrative
Process (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., i950).
29

Ibid.

30 stephen J. Knezevich, Administiation of Public
Education (3d ed.; New York: Harper and Row Publishers,
1975), p. 28.
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1950 Uiltil most of the studies and projects were completed
a decade later.

Eight Kellogg centers were established

throughout the United States to improve the practice of
administration, to contribute to the knowledge about
administration, and to encourage research and the development of theory in educational administration.

31

It was

perhaps the productive works of NCPEA in the areas of
research, critical appraisals of preparation programs, and
publications in educational administration that influenced
the Kellogg Foundation into underwriting the CPEA project.

32

The work of CPEA and NCPEA was instrumental i.n
focusing attention on the behavioral

s~ience

approach in

educational administration studies for the period from
1950 to mid-1960.

33

In 1959 the University Council for

Educational Administration (UCEA) was formed to continue
the work begun by CPEA.

Again, the Kellogg Foundation made

substantial grants to UCEA to help in the establishment of
the new organization.

The three major purposes of UCEA

31

Ronald F. Campbell and others, Introduction to
Educational Administration (4th ed.;.Boston: Allyn and
Bacon Inc., 1971), p. 118.
32

Hollis A. Moore Jr., "The Ferment in School
Administration," Behavioral Science and Educational
Administration, The Sixty-third Yearbook of the National
Society for .. the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 24.
33 Luvern L. Cunningham, Walter G. Hack, and Raphael
0. Nystrand, eds., Educational Administration: The
Developing Decades (Berkeley: McCutchan Pub. Co., 1977),
p. v.
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were:.
1.

To stimulate and produce research in educational
administration.

2.

To improve the preservice and inservice training
of school administrators.

3.

To disseminate materials growing out of research
and training practices.34

The research conducted and produced, and the theories
developed by CPEA, NCPEA, and UCEA in the 1950's and 1960's
have had much influence on the studies being conducted in
the 1960's.

The major areas of emphasis during this period

include:
1.

2.

Social Svstems Theory.
Jacob W. Getzels and
_Ego.n G. _Du_l>a_esta]21ish_ed_thJO v_alu~ of' social _
systems theory in the investigation of problems
in school administration.35
Theory.
John K. Hemphill postulated
a "'theory of leadership upon which the Leadership
Behavior Questionnaire (LBDQ) was developed. 36
The value of the LBDQ was greatly enhanced by
the work of Andrew W. Halpin and B.J. Winer
who factored out from the responses to the LBDQ
into two dimensions fundamental to leader
behavior:
Initiating Structure and Consideration.37 In 1963, the LBDQ-Form XII was

~!?adership

34

campbell and others, op. cit., p. 119.

35

Jacob W. Getzels and Egan G. Guba, "Social
Behavior and the Admi.nistra t i ve Process," School Review,
65 (Winter, 1957), 423-41.
36 John K. Hemphill and Alvin E. Coons, Leader
pehavior Description (Columbus: Ohio State U Press, 1950).
37

Andrew W. Halpin and B.J. Winer, The Leadership
Behavior ()_f the Airplane Commander (Columbus: Ohio State
U Press, 1952) .
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d e velop ed by Ralph M. Stogdill.3B LBDQ-Form XII
includes more dj_me n sions r elevant to leader
b ehavior . The se two que s tionnaire s have b een
u se d exte n sive l y in ed u cational administration
studies in the last two decades.
3.

Dec i sion Th eo ry. Research with a decision-theory
b ase was b egun by Andrew W. Halpin . 39 Mu c h of
th e inquiry and r esearch in this area was taken
from the soc i al scien ces and from s tudi es of
organizations ot her than edu cation. TU ~ works
of Chester Barnard40 a nd Herb er t Simon
contributed a great deal to the work done in
this area.

4.

Organization Th eory , Organization t h eo r y
Tneludes theory conc e rning the st udy of the
struct ure a nd fu n ctio nin g of the organizat ions,
and the behavior of the people within th e m.
The d evelopment of th e Organizational Climate
Des c ri ption Questionnaire (OCDQ) by Andr ew
Halpin a nd Don B. Croft has had a quantitative
impact on the r esearch st udi es relate d to
educa t ron a-l orr; a n iz-a-t iens-.-.--=
4=2 __ ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! -

The mome ntum created b y CPEA, NCPEA, an d UCEA in the 19 5 0' s
and 1960's did not conti nue because by the end of the
1960' s, the emphasis on the sociological a nd psychological
study of administration within the sch oo l as a social

38

Ralph M. Stog dill, Manual for the Le ade r Behavior
Descr ip tio n Qu estionnaj.re - Form XII (Columbus: Ohio State U
Press , 1963 ).
Andrew W. Ha l pi n, ed . , AdlJ!.i n istrat i ve Theor~
Edu catio n (Chicago: Midwest Admini st r at ive Cen ter , 1 958 ) .
39
40

chester I . Barnard, The Functions of the Executi ve
(Cambr idge: Harvard U Press , 1938).
41 nerbert Simon, Administrat iv e Behavior
Macmillan, 1 950).
42

(New York:

Andrew W. Halpin a nd Don B. Cr6ft , Th e Organi zati onal Climat e of Schools (Chicago: Midwes t Admini s trative
Center, 1963) .
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system was in a state of decline.

43

The accountability movement in industry and
government during the late 1960's and 1970's was having and
is still having a great impact on education.

As a result

of this movement, the behavioral science emphasis in the
study of school administration have lost much support.

44

Although there has been less emphasis in the study of
educational administration because of the accountability
movement, the contribution that was made by the research
in educational administrative behavior in the past two
decades has contributed greatly to the understanding and
theory in this field.
The history of educational administration in the
United States reflected the history of public administration
in the larger society.

Like in public administration,

educational administration was first concerned with the
"cult of efficiency."

The reaction to the "cult of

efficiency" movement resulted in the human relations movement in educational administration.

The continued concern

for the achievement of the goals of the institution as well
as concern for the needs of the individuals in those

43

Jacob W. Getzels, "Educational Administration
Twenty Years Later," Educational Administration: The
Developing Decades, eds., Luvern L. Cunningham, Walter G.
Hack, and Raphael 0. Nystrand (Berkeley: McCutchan Pub.
Corp., 1977), p. 11.
·

44

Ibid., p. 13.

institutions resulted in the behavioral science movement in
educational administration.

It was in the spirit of the

behavioral science movement in educational administration
that this study was conceived.

The research in educational

administration as it relates to leader behavior will be
reviewed in the next section.
Educational Administrative Behavior-The Research
The behavior of principals in their interpersonal
relations with others was a major concern of this study.

In

this section the related research pertinent to this issue is
reviewed.

Five areas of the literature on administrative

behavior as they relate to principal effectiveness are
reviewed.

The areas reviewed include (1) studies utilizing

the Leadership Behavior Questionnaire, (2) studies on
democratic-autocratic styles of leadership, (3) studies
based on Social Systems theory, (4) studies which investigated personal variables that affect leadership, and (5)
studies that utilized the FIRO-B questionnaire to
investigate leader behavior.
Leadership Behavior
pe~griJ:ltion Questionnaire
Studies
The Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire
(LBDQ) was developed as an instrument to be used in the
study of leaders in groups and organizations.

J. K.

Hemphill began his work on the L13DQ while he was at the

32
University of Maryland.

45

Later, Hemphill joined the Ohio

State University's Personnel Research Board and continued
his work on the questionnaire.

He and his associates

developed a list of approximately 1,800 items describing
different aspects of leader behavior.

These 1,800 items

were then sorted and reduced down to 150 items which were
used to develop the first form of the LBDQ.

46

In 1957, Halpin and Winer factor analyzed responses
to the LBDQ and factored out two factors,

Consideratio~

and

Initiating Structure, which appeared, at that time, to be
the most relevant in the study of leader behavior.
result, a LBDQ form with 40 items
factors was developed.

47

ll]easur~ng

As a

these two

This LBDQ form has been used

extensively in leadership studies.
In 1963, Stogdill developed LBDQ Form-XII because
leadership theory and research developed and conducted
since 1957 have found that the subscales Consideration and
Initiating Structure alone were inadequate for describing
leadership behavior fully.

48

The LBDQ Form-XII subscales

45

J. K. Hemphill, "The Leader and His Group,"
Journal of Educational Research, 28 (December, 1949),
225-229, 245-246.
46

J. K. Hemphill, Leader Behavior Description
(Columbus: Ohio State University Personnel Research Board,
1950)
0

47

Halpin and Winer, loc. cit.

48 Ralph M. Stogdill, Handbook of Leadership: A
Survev of Theory and Research (New York: The Free Press,
1'974)"';-p-:-142
0
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include d the original LBDQ subscales:
Initiat ing St ruct ure.

Consideration an d

The 12 subscales and the descriptions

of th e m are presented:
1.

Repr esentation. The leader speaks and acts as
the repres e ntative of the group.

2.

Demand Reconcili~tion. The leader r econcil es
confli cting demands and reduces disorder to the
system .

3.

Toleran ce of Unc e rtain!Y._. The l eader · is able
to tol erat e unc e rtainty an d postponement without
anxiety or upset. ·

4.

Persuasive n ess . The leader uses persuasion and
argument effectively and exhibits s tron g
convictions.

5.

Initiating Structure. The leader clear ly
defines hi s own role and lets followers know
what is expected of them.

6.

------Tol e ran ce of Free dom. The leader allows fo llowers scope fo~ initiative, decision, a nd action.

7.

Role Assumption. The leade r actively exercises
the leade rship role rather than surrendering
leadership to others.

8.

Consideratio n. The leader regards the comfort,
well-being, status, and contribution of followers.

9.

Productive Emphasis. The leader applies pressure
for productive output.

10.

Predictive Accuracy. The leader exhibits foresight and ability to predict outcomes accurately.

11.

Integration. The l eader maintains a closely
knit organization and resolves intermember
conflicts.

12.

Superior Ori e nt atio n. The leader maintains
cordial relation s with superiors, has influence
with them, and strives for higher status.49

49

Ibid., p. 143.
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LBDQ Studies.

A number of' studies in education

found a s ignificant relation s hip betwee n principal effectiveness and scores on the LBDQ s ub scales .

Th ese findings ar e

particularly pertinent to this study b ec ause the subscale
Conside r a tion and the FIRO-B subscales Inclus ion and
Affection are similar in that each is a me asure of a person's
interperson a l relations.

LBDQ' s subscale Initiating

Structure i s similar to the FIRO-B subscale Control.

Like

the studies to be described, this study attempt e d to investigate the relationship b e tween a principal's interperso nal
behavior and his e ffectiveness as a principal.
Halpin found that superintendents who we re d escribed
as effective leaders by both the board of education and
staff had hi gh rating s on the two IBDQ subscales Consideration and Initiating Structure.

50

Warre n L. Evenson had

similar findings in a s tudy with high school principals .

51

R. G. Fast found that teacher sat isfaction was posi tively
related to the two LBDQ subscales.

52

Donald Lambert fo und a

direct relatio n s hip between the subscales and t each e r mor a l e

50

Andrew W. Halpin, The Leader Behavior of School
Supe rint e nd e nts (Columbus: Ohio State Unive r s it y, College
of Edu cation , 195G).
51

warren L. Eve nson, "Leaders hip Be h av i o r of High
School Prin cipa l s ," Nation a l As soc i ation of Seco nd ary
School Principa l s Bull et in, 43 (September, 1 959 ), 96-101.
52

n. G. Fast, "Leader Behavior of Prin c ipal s as It
Relate s to Teach er Satisfaction" (Maste r's th es is,
Univer s ity of Alb e rta, 1964).
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as measured by the Purdue Teacher Opinionaire.

53

These

findings suggest that effective principals are indeed
leaders who have effective interpersonal relationships with
their followers while at the same time are effective in
directing the members toward the achievement of the goals
of the school.

This study attempted to investigate whether

the interpersonal behavior of principals, as measured by
FIRO-B, is a good predictor of principalship effectiveness
or not.
Other studies with LBDQ in education have revealed
that principals who are effective in their interpersonal
relations with others and who

provide

adequate structure

have a positive impact on student achievement and on work
relationships with staff members.

B. T. Keeler and J. H. M.

Andrews report that high scores of principals on the
Consideration and Initiating Structure scales, as described
by teachers, are significantly related to student scores on
a providence-wide examination in Canada.

The two investiga-

tors also found that the principal's initiation of structure
is positively related to staff cohesiveness.

54

Paul McGhee

noted that in schools where no formal grievances had been

53

nonald B. Lambert, "A Study of the Relationships
Between Teacher Morale and the School Principal's Leader
Behavior" (Doctoral dissertation, Auburn University, 1968).
54

B. T. Keeler and J. H. M. Andrews, "Leader
Behavior of Principals, Staff Morale, and Productivity,"
Alberta Journal of Educational Research, 9 (March, 1963),
179-91.
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filed by the teachers, the principal had higher Consideration scores than in schools where formal grievances were
filed. 55
LBDQ Form-XII Studies.

As was noted earlier, LBDQ

Form-XII was developed to increase the effectiveness .of the
instrument's ability to measure leader behavior.

LBDQ Form-

XII has subscales that are related to some of the variables
of this study.

Related to.FIRO-B's subscales Inclusion

and Affection are the LBDQ Form·-XII' s subscales Consider ation and Superior Orientation.

Related to FIRO-B's

subscale Control are LBDQ Form-XII's subscales Demand
Reconcjl:L_ation, _Representation, Persuasiveness,_ I11itiating _
Structure, Role Assumption, Productive Emphasis, and
Integration.

Related to the study variable on the reaction

of principals to an educational innovation are the LBDQ
Form-XII's subscales Tolerance of Uncertainty, Tolerance of
Freedom, and Predictive Accuracy.
A. F. Brown found that effective principals scored
higher on all of the Form-XII's subscales than ineffective
principals.

B·rown also found that well satisfied principals

scored higher on all the subscales except Tolerance of
Uncertainty when they were compared with poorly satisfied

55 Paul R. 11cGhee, "An Investigation of the Relationships Between Principals' Decision Making Attitudes, Leader
Behavior, and Teacher Grievances in Public Schools"
(Doctoral dissertation, Syracuse.University, 1970).
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principals.

56

J. L. Schott studied non-white elementary

principals with integrated staffs.

Faculty job satisfac-

tion was highly related to the principals' scores on the
twelve subscales.

The findings from Schott's study suggest

that faculties are more satisfied in their jobs when the
principals of those faculties (1) actively assume the
leadership role,

(2) regard the wel·l being, status, and

contribution of the faculty members,

(3) reconcile conflicts

in the school, (4) maintain closely knit organizations,
(5) are able to tolerate uncertainty,

(6) are effective in

persuasion, (7) allow faculty members initiative in decision
making and action, and (8) have the foresight to be able
to predict the outcomes of decisions made.

57

In Miskel's

. investigation with 169 principals, he found that effective
principals exhibited higher risk propensity, and were
described higher in Consideration and Initiating Structure
by teachers than ineffective principals.

58

The LBDQ and

LBDQ Form-XII studies do indeed support the hypotheses of
this study that the principal's interpersonal behavior and

56 A. F. Brown, "Reactions to Leadership," Educational
Administration Quarterly, 3 (Winter, 1967), 62-73.
57 J. L. Schott, "The Leader Behavior of Non-White
Principals in Inner-City Elementary Schools with Integrated
Teaching Staffs Under Conditions of High and Low Morale"
(Doctoral dissertation, Purdue University, 1970).
58

c. Miskel, "Public School Principal's Leader
Style, Organizational Situation, and Effectiveness," (Kansas
City: University of Kansas, School of Education, 1974).
(Mimeographed.)
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his ability and willingness to adapt to change are related
to his effectiveness as a leader.
LBDQ and LBDQ Form-XI! have scales that describe
how a leader meets the needs of the staff and how that
leader behaves in achieving the objectives of the
organization.

These interacting dimensions determine the

leadership style of the leader.

It is in this context that

the studies with the Leadership Behavior Descriptio!_!_
Questionnaire are related to the studies in the democratic·autocratic styles of leadership.
Democratic-Autocratic
Styles of Leadership Studies
According to James M. Li.pham, interest in the study
of democratic-autocratic styles of leadership had its
beginnings with Ralph White's and Ronald Lippitt's classic
. 59
study
which investigated the effects of democratic,
autocratic, and laissez-faire leadership styles on groups
of ten year old boys in hobby clubs.
V. A. Hines conducted

60

H. G. Grobman and

a study with 80 principals.

The

59

Ralph White and Ronald Lippitt, "Leader Behavior
and Member Reaction in Three Climates," Group Dynamics,
Research, and Theory, eds., Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin
Zander (Evanston, Illinois: Row Peterson and Co., 1953),
pp. 585-611.

60 James 1.1. Lipham, "Leadership and Administration,"
Behavioral Science and Educational Administration, Sixtythird Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1964). p. 125.
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researchers had the principals provide respon s es to eightyfive problem situations .

Next, the research e r s sort e d the

re spon ses into two groups ; the principals wh o had operated
more democratically in more than half of the situations and
those who h ad not.

The re sponses were then reviewed by ten

professors from the University of Florida, who so rt ed the
r esponses accordin g to the potential appropriateness of the
solutions.

The researchers found that the most effective

solutions in each situation correlated highly with
b e h av1or.
.
61
.
d emocra t 1c

D. A. Jenkin s and C. A. Blackman conducted a study

- - - - -with 50 principals.

They found teachers were more

satisfied working with principals who were d e s cr ibed "low"
in a uthorttarian attit udes and "hi gh" in administrative
ability and communicat ion.
principals hi g h in

The researchers found that

adm~nistrative

ability wer e described as

hi gh in purpose, receptive to ideas, broad in out l ook ,
willing to assume responsibility, free from ne e d for
attention, and se l f-ass ur ed without hostility.

62

Ann Lieberman studied the ef fe cts of leader
behavior of principals on teacher morale and professionalism.

-----·--II. G. Grohman a nd V. A. Hines, "Wh a t ~~akes a Good
Principal?" National Association of Second ~ School
Princip_al s n·ull e tin, 40 (Nov e mber, 1956), 5 -16 .
61

62

n. H. Jenkins and C . A. Blackm ~n, Ant e c e d e nt s and
Eff e cts of Admini s trative 13C'havior (Columbus-: Ohio State
Uni ve i:-81 ty, - C-ollege of Education, 1956).
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Using

C. W. Gordon' s Teacher Leadership Scale, she found

that the principals ' scores on Task and Expre ssivene ss were
related to teacher scores on professionalism and morale;
and she found that principal authority was negatively
63
·
1 1sm
'
re 1 a t e d t o t eac h er pro f ess1ona
an d morale.
The findings from these studies on democraticautocratic styles of leadership suggest that principa l s with
democratic l e adership styles tend to provide more effective
solutions to problems and provide a more satisfying work
environment for teachers.

Autocratic leadership styles tend

to be detrimental to teacher professionalism and teac her
_ __..uor_ale.

The "democratic-autocratic" styles of leade rship

continuum appear to be related to the FIRO-B in the
following ways:

( 1) very high Control scores with low

Inclusion scores are probably related to autocratic styles
of leadership, and (2) moderate Control scores with moderat e
Inclusion scores are probably related to democratic styles
of leadership; low Control scores and high Inclusion scores
are probably related to laissez-faire styles of leadership.
The behavior of leaders involved in democratic
style of leadership and the behaviors involved in the
transactional leadership style of social systems theory are
related.

A democratic leader is concerned with the welfare

63 Ann Lieberman, "The Effects of Principal Leadership on Teacher Morale, Professionalism, and Style in the
Classroom" (Doctoral dis sertation, University of California
at Los Angeles, 1969).
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and participatio n of the followers in the process of
achieving the organization's goals.

Likewi se, the

transactional leade r i s concerned with the needs di spos ition s
of group member s while at the same time the leader is
concerned with the expectations of the institution.
Social S yst ems Theory
StudJ.es
J. W. Getzels and E. G. Guba conceived the .school as
a social system involving two dimensions that are independent
and at the same time interactive.

The dimensions are (1) the

individual dimension which includes the personalities and
n~eds

d rsposit~o ns

of--the members- of- the school staLf

(idiographic dime n sion), and (2) the institutional dime nsi on
with th e roles and expectations of the school for the members
within the organization (nomothetic dimen s ion).

64

Lipham and

James Hoe h, Jr. wrote about the function of the principal in
the social system of the school.

They wrote:

. . . it is a unique fu nction of the principal
to integrat e th e expec tation s of the organization
and the di spositions of the individual in a way
that is simultaneously fruitful for the o r ganization and satisfying for the individual.65
Three "styles " of leadership mentioned frequently in social
systems theory are "nomothetic," "idiographic," and

64

Getzels and Guba, loc. cit .

65 James M. Lipham and James A. Hoeh, Jr., The
Principal s hip : Fo und ation s a nd Functions (Ne w York:-Harper
and Row Publishers, 1974), p. 59 .
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"trG:.nsactional" leadership styles .

Moser defined these

terms as follows:
1.

The nomoth et ic style is characterized by
beh avior which stresses goal accomplishment,
rules and r egulations, and centralized authority
at the expense of the individual.
Effectiveness
is rated in terms of behavior toward accomplish ing the school's objectives .

2.

The idiographic style i s characterized by
b ehavior which stresses th e individuality of
people, minimum rul es and r egulati ons ,
decentralized autho rity, and highly individualistic relationship s with subordinates . Th~
primary objective is to keep subordinates
happy and contented .

3.

The transactional style is characterized by
behavior which stresses goal accomplishme nt ,
but which also makes provi sio n for individual
need fulfillment.
The transactional leader

----~----------~--balan ces-nomothet~c

and--~dio graphic beha~ior

and he judiciously utilizes each styl e as the
.
occas1on
deman d. s . 66
.
.
Robert Moser studied principals in twelve school
distri cts and found that principals who were rated most
effective by superintendents exhibited transactional leadership styles.

A study by Jean R. Hills also suggested that

the transactional leadership style was the most effective
leader style.

67

D. J. Will ower classified 40 principals into two
categories:

principals using a nomothetic leader style and

66

Rob e rt P. Haser, "The Leadership Patterns of
School Superintende nts and School Principals,'' Administrator's Not e book, 6 (September, 1957), 1-4.
67

Jean R. Hills, A New Concept of Staff Relations
(Chicago : Midwest Administration Center, 19G 4) .
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princip als using an idiographic style tend to r egard
teache rs as profess ional persons to a greater extent than
those principals u si ng a n omothet ic leadership s t y le . 68
The findings f rom studies based on social systems
theory suggest that effective principals are principals who
are able to achieve the expectations of the institution
while at the same time are able to · satisfy the interpersonal
needs of the faculty.

These findings support the hypothe s is

of this study which proposed that a principal's effectiveness i s related to his interpe rsonal relations with others.
Personal variabl es are an important aspect of lead e r s hip
and are related to the kind of leadership style a person
exhibits .
Personal Variables a nd
Leadership Studies
There have been many studies that hav e attempted to
ascertain the personality traits that make a leader.

There

has also been criticism of this approach to the study of
leaders hip, and yet Ralph M. Stogdill, the person who has
probably analyzed a nd synthesized more st udies o n leadership
than anyone else, suggested that the · criticism was
unwarrant e d.

He wrote:

Research on the characteristics of l eader s
indicat es that they do inde e d exhibit personality,

68

n. J. Willower, "Leaders hip Styles and Leaders'
Perceptio n o f Subordinat e s," Journal of Educational
Sociology , 34 (October, 1960), 58-64.
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and personality is an important factor in eme r gence
as a leade r and in maintaining the role. Early
theoretical attempts to defin e leadership of
personality produced a reaction which in some
writ ers denied the importance of this quality,
which was sa id to be determined by the demands
of the situation. Most r ecent theorists maintain
that leader characteristics and situational
demands interact to determine the extent t o
which a given leader will prove s uccessf ul in
a group.69
Stogdill examined 124 leadership st udie s which were
completed prior to 1948.

He found that leaders and

administrators possessed the following characteristics to
a greater degre e than average group members :

intelligence

and scholarship, dependability in exercising responsibility,
social participation, initiative, persistence, confidence,
popu 1 ar1·t y, a b'l't
1 1 y t o a d ap t , an d verbal fac1·11'ty. 70

From

his survey, Stogdill concluded that a person do es not
automatically b ecome a l ead e r because he possessed a certain
set of personality characteristics.

He explained:

A person does not a leade r become by virtue
of the possession of some combin ation of traits,
but the pattern of personal characteristics of
the leade r must bear some relevan t r elation s hip
to the characteristics, activities, an d goals of
the followers.71
Cecil A. Gibb also surveyed the leadership literature.

He

69 Ralph hl. Stogdill, Handbook of Leaders hip:
A
Survey of Theory and Research (New York: Th e Free Press,
1974), p. 411.

~1. Stogdill, "Personal Factors Associated
with Leade rship:
A Survey of the Literature," Journal of
Psy c h o l ogy , 25 (January, 1948), 35-71.
70 Ralph

71

Ibid. , p. 71.
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listed the following criteria that distinguishes leaders:
physical and constitutional factors (height, weight,
physique, energy, health, and appearance), intelligence,
self confidence, sociability, will (initiative, persistence,
ambition), and surgency (cordiality, expressiveness, originality).

He emphasize¢, as did Stogdill and others, that

different characteristics of personality are needed in
different leadership situations.

72

For example, the

personality characteristics needed to be a principal would
be different from the personality characteristics needed
to be an officer in the armed forces of the United States.
Ralph Kimbrough, using the Tennessee Rating Guide
he developed, conducted a study with 48 high school
principals.

He identified the characteristics of effecti v.e

administrators and ineffective administrators from the
responses to his guide.

He found the major variables that

distinguished between effective and ineffective principals
were:

good interpersonal relationships, dependability,

good decision making and problem solving, inclusion of
others in policy formation, intelligence, and the study of
new educational techniques.

73

Kimbrough's findings are

72 cecil A. Gibb, "Leadership," Handbook of Social
Sociology, ed., Gardner Lindsey (Reading, Mass.: Addison
Wesley, 1954), p. 889.
73 Ralph B. Kimbrough, "The Behavioral Characteristics of Effective Educational Administrators," Educational Administration Supervisor, 45 (November, 1959),
33'7-48.
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related closely to the objectives of this study which
include interpersonal relations, inclusion of others in
deci sion making, and acceptance of educational innovations.
James M. Lipham conducted a study of 84 principals. 74
The principals were rat ed by the superintendent and four
associat e superintendents on the effectiveness of the
principals.

Effective principals"scored higher on the

following personal variables:
Social Ability. The principal associates
successfully with others in the solution of
problems. Helping teachers with problems of
instruction is his greatest job satisfaction.

-

Emotional Control.
In reacting to fr ustr ating,
confusing, and irritating situations, the effective
---- '- principa~l e-xerc.cises greate_r_ emotional control than
does ineffective principals.
Feelings of Security. The effective p rin cipal
is secure in his home and work environment . He
vi ews family relationships with pride and
satisfaction, and regards authority figu r es as
friendly and serving constructive purposes.
Activit y Drive. The effective principal is
inclined to engage in st r ong and purposeful
activity. While on the job, h e seems particularly
sensitive to t h e pressing responsibilities of the
princip alship.
Achi evement Drive. Keen achievement and
mobility drives are characteristic of the
effective principal. He h as set specific goals
for further study, stresses better job performan ce as a goal in life, and views the school
superintendency as a desirable ultimat e
vocational objective .

74

James M. Liph am, "Personal Variabl es Related to
Admini s trativ e Effectiveness" (Doctoral diss ertation,
Univers ity of Chicago, 1960).
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W. R. Borg, V. F. Burr, and A. Sylvester summarized
the leadership characteristics from 25 studies of educational administrators.

The criteria they found to be most

relevant to effectiveness of principals were:

personality,

administrative ability, general knowledge, professional
knowledge, cooperation, tact, stimulation of co-workers,
social activity, good judgment, otiginality, communicativeness, and attitude toward teachers. 75
In 1974, Stogdill published the results of a survey
he had made on the leadership studies conducted since 1945.
From his synthesis of the studies, he developed a list of
leadership characteristics that appeared to be most often
--

found in leaders.

---

--

The list of characteristics are divided

into three groups by how frequently the characteristics
appear as a relevant variable in the literature.

The most

frequently occurring factors are descriptive of various
skills of the leader.

They include the following:

Social and Interpersonal Skills
Technical Skills
Administrative Skills
Intellectual Skills
Leadership Effectiveness and Achievement
Social Nearness and Friendliness
Group Task Supportiveness
Task Motivation and Application
These factors describe the leader as making effective use
of interpersonal, administrative skills, technical skills,

75

W. R. Borg, V. F. Burr, and A. Sylvester, Four
Criteria of Principal Effectiveness (Logan, Utah: Ut~
State University, 1961).
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and int e ll ect ual s kill s whi c h indicat es tha t a l eader i s
highly tas k motivat ed but also maintains close, friendly,
personal r e lations hips.
The next most frequent set of factors is co nc e rn e d
with th e l eade r' s relationship with his group.

These

factor s are as follows:
Maintaining Cohesive Work Group
Maintaining Co- ordination and Teamwork
Maintaining Stand~rd s of Pe rformance
Informal Group Control (group fre e dom)
Nurturant Behavior
These factors

de sc ~ibe

the leade r as being concerned with

group pe r formance while being concerned with s upportive
behavior as well.
Next in freque nc e are factors conce rne d with
personal characteristics of the leader.

These factors are:

Willingness t o Assume Responsibility
Emotion al Bal ance a nd Control
Ethical Conduct · and Person a l Integrity
Communi cative, Ve rb ality
Ascende n ce , Dominance
Personal Soundn ess , Good Character
· Physica l Ene r gy
Expe ri e nce a nd Activity
Mature, Culture d
Courage , Daring
Aloof, Di stant
Creative , Independent
Conform~n g76

The leade r here i s described as e n e rgetic, e motionally we ll
balance d, accepts r es ponsibility, able to communicate, and
is of good character.

The above list has several terms that

76 stogdill (1974), op. cit., pp. 92-96.
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are cotJ tradi c t ory .

Thi s i s so b eca u se si tuaU.o n a l fact<:n·s

do in fl u e n ce th e kind of l e ad ers h i p t r ait th at i s mos t
effect ive.
The findin gs fr om t h e st udi es o n p e r so nal vari ables,
as they r e l a t e t o l e ade r s hip , s u ggest t h a t

a pe r so n' s

perso n a lit y a nd in te rp e r sonal r e l a tio n s s k i l l s in dee d are
important f actors in l ead e r s hip ef f ecti ve n ess .

An

instrume nt t h a t has b een u sed o v e r two decades in th e
measur e me nt of int e rper son a l b e h a vior i s th e FIRO-B .
FIRO-B Stud ies
The revi e w of the lite r a tur e o n stud ies utilizing
the FIRO-B ques ti o nnaire is esp eciall y peFt i n e nt t o this
study b e c a u se the F I RQ-B q u est i o nn aire was o n e

o~

t he

instrume nt s u sed i n thi s s tudy fo r c ol l e cting d a t a .

The

FIRO-B quest i o nn a ire ha s b een u sed in ma ny stud ies s in ce
its deve lop me nt b y Willi a m Schut z in 1 9 57 .

By 1972, Th e

Ment a l Measuremen ts Year book b y Buros h a d l ist e d o v e r 170
studies th a t h a v e utili ze d th e FIRO-B instrume nt.

The

studies r elev a nt t o thi s investi gati o n whi c h have u sed the
FIRO-B quest i o nn a ire arc r e vi e we d in this sect ion.
The r e lat ion s hip b e twee n t h e l e ade r beh a vi o r
charac t e ri st i cs of 35 e l ementary prin c ip a l s wi t h t h e
organiz ati on a l clima t e o f t h e ir s choo l s was investi gat e d b y
Thomas W. Wi gg in s .

Usin g th e t-test, Wig g ins found a

significant re l a ti o n s hip b e t ween the int e rpe r son a l r e l a tion s
ori e nt a ti o n s of prin c ip a l s as me a s ure d wi th FIRO-B a nd the
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organizati o n a l c limates of t heir sc hoo l s as measured with
the OCDQ.

77

These findings s u ggest there is a positive

relation s h ip b etween the interpersonal b e h aviors of
principals a nd th e o r gani zation a l c limate of schools.
Hight ower found that the FIRO-B scales of Expressed
Affection a nd

E xp r esse~

Inclusion together we r e mo r e r e lat e d

to the ratin g of principal ef f ective n ess ·than the other fo ur
scales.
0 . 29.

78

The multipl e r for. the two comb i n ed scal es was
Hight ower' s fi ndin gs s uggest that there is a weak

positive relati o nship b e tween the FIRO-B subscales Expresse d
Affection a nd Expr essed Inclus ion and the r a ted effec tiveness
of secondary principals .
Rex W. Ha gan s st udi ed the relat ionship s- b etween-:--the- - - - scores of 116 elementary principals on the FIRO-B and the
scores of their schools o n the subtests of the OCDQ as a
means of l e arning mo re about the interdependence of the
principal's interpe r sonal orientation and school c limat e .
Hagans used multipl e r egr e s s ion and analysis of variance to
analyze the data collected in this study.

In summary, this

study found little relationship b e twe e n the interpersonal
orientations of principals as measured by FIRO-B and school

77 Thomas W. Wi gg ins, "Lead e r Be h av ior Ch a rac t e ristics and Organizational Climat e " (D octoral di ssert a ti o n,
Claremont Graduate School a nd University Center, 1968).
78

Edward G. Hi g ht owe r, "The Re lationship of
Perceive d Eff ec tive n ess of Secondary School Principals and
FIRO-B Data" (Do c toral diss e rtation, University of Iowa,
1969).
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climate as measured by OCDQ.

79

The relationships betwee n the int e rpe r sonal
orientations of 119 elementary principals and the ir leader
behavior was investigat e d by David J. Parks.

FIRO-B, LBDQ

Form-XI!, and a biographical informati o n s hee t we r e t he
instruments use d to collect the data for this s tudy.

Using

analysis of variance, Parks found significant r e lationships
between FIRO-B's Express ed Inclusion scores and th e
following LBDQ Form-XI! scales:

Toleran ce of Uncertainty,

Tolerance of Freedom, and Production Emphasis.

No relation-

ships were found between FIRO-B's Expressed Control and
Expressed Affection scores and any of the leader be haviors
measured by the LBDQ Form-XIr. 80 Parks' findings suggest
that principals who include others in their activities are
able to tolerate uncertainty, allow initiative in teachers,
and are interested in the production output of teachers.
J. D. Fultineer used FIRO-B and LBDQ Form-XI! to
investigate leade r behaviors and the interpersonal needs of
23 principals.

Ful t ine.e r found FIRO-B scores were not

highly related to the leader behavior scores on the LBDQ
Form-XI!, which

me~rit

that Fultineer was unable to find any

79 Rex W. Hagans, "School Climate and Interpersonal
Orientations of Ele mentary School Principals" (Doctoral
dissertation, University of Iowa, 1969).
80 David H. Parks, "A Study of Relationships Between
Interpersonal Relations Orientation and Leader Be haviors of
Elementary Principals" (Doctoral dissertation, Syracuse
University, 1970).
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relationship s between interpersonal behavior and leade r ship
.
81
b e h avlor.
W. J. Underwood and L. J . Krafft investigated the
relati onship between manage rial e ffectiv e ness and FIRO-B
scores.

Their hypothesis r ega rding the relationship of th e

FIRO-B scores with e ff ective ness, work relationships, task
performan ce , and sociometric choice were not confirmed. 82
Will iam Schutz,

th~

author of FIRO-B and FIRO theo r y ,

conducted a statewide study involving 5,847 participants in
Californi a, but did not include FIRO-B as one of the
instrume nt s used in the project.

Schutz explains :

When the final batt e ry was being reduced to
----------------"i~t~s~;f;i;n~a~l~~o~r=m
~~a~aecision v~s-made-to-reta-~n,---------------------int e rpersonal feelings (FIRO- F, feeling) as a n
individu al variable a nd to omit int e rp e r so na l
behavior( FIRO-B, behavior). Space an d t ime
considerat ions were the main de terminant s of
this decision. Hindsight indicates that
retaining FIRO-B as we ll as FIRO- F would
have enhanced the picture . . . . 83
The pilot study to the investigation me ntioned will be
described in this section b ecause·it used F IRO-B for data
collection, whereas the major proj ec t had not us e d FIRO-B.

81

J. D. Fultinee r, ••school Principals Look at Leade r
Behavior: The Problem of Int e rp ersonal Needs 11 (Doctoral
diss e rtation, West Virginia University, 1971).
82
.
W. J. Unde rwood and L. J. Krafft, ••Interpersonal
Compatibilit y and Managerial Work Effectiveness: A Test of
the Fundame ntal Interpersonal Re lations Orie ntat ion Theory, ..
Journal o f App li e d Psyc ho l ogy , 58 (August , 1973), 89-94.
83 William Sc hutz , Leade rs of Schools: FIRO Theo r y
Applied t o Admj.ni s tra tors (La J olla, California, Un i vers ity
Associates, Inc ., 1977 ), p. 140.
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The goal of the pilot study was to develop more effective
selection procedures for public school administrators.

The

sample for the pilot study involved 1,307 participants from
four communities in California.

The sample included parents,

community persons, central office personnel, and 47
principals.
The FIRO theory of interpersonal behavior was used
as a starting point in this pilot study.

The theory was

revised and extended considerably during the study.

A number

of new instruments were developed to include intellectual,
cognitive, and sociological dimensions into the theory.
FIRO-B was used in this pilot study to test the
relationship between a teacher's or a parent's rating of a
principal's effectiveness as it related to the success of
the principal's interpersonal relations and compatibility
with teachers and parents.

The analysis of the results of

this relationship resulted in a mean correlation of 0.20
with a range from 0.17 to 0.26 on the six areas measured.
The use of the FIRO-B in the pilot study differs
from the use of the FIRO-B in this dissertation.

The pilot

study used FIRO-B to find the relationship between the
compatibility between principals and their interactors with
the interactors' ratings of the principals' effectiveness.
The present study used FIRO-B to find the relationship
between the rated effectiveness of prinriipals with their
scores on the FIRO-B questionnaire.
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The findings of Schutz's pilot study indicated a
weak positive correlation between rated effectiveness of
principals and the compatibility of principals with their
interactors as measured by FIRO-B.

The studies using FIRO-B

as an instrument to investigate relationships between interpe~sonal

relations and leadership have resulted in some

conflicting findings.

Some studies do suggest that there

are relationships between leader behavior and organizational
climate with interpers onal behavior as measured by FIRO-B;
other studies did not find any significant relationships
in these areas.
In reviewing the research literature it was found
that leader behavior and leadership style is indeed related
to the effectiveness of the principal as well as to the
satisfaction of the employees with whom the principal interacted.

It was also found that effectiveness of principals

is r elated to personal characteristics and interpersonal
behaviors of those principals.

Based on this review, it

has been hypothesized that the interpersonal behaviors of
effective principals are significantly different from the
interpersonal behavior of l ess effective principals.

The

research on the effectiveness of principals as it relates
to innovation will be reviewed in the next section .
Educational Innovation and the Principal
A major hypothesis of this study proposed that
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effective principals will react more positively to an
educational innovation than ineffective principals.

Studies

on leadership behaviors of principals as they related to
innovations are reviewed in this section.
Jan W. Jacobs investigated a sample of principals
to ascertain whether the leadership behaviors of principals
high in educational innovation differed from leadership
behaviors of principals

lo~

in educational innovation.

Jacobs found that principals high in educatiotial innovation
received signifiqantly higher ratings on the following LBDQ
Form-XI! leadership dimensions:

Initiating Structure,

Predictive Accuracy, Represe ntation, Integration, Considerat ion, and Persuas iveness.

Jacobs concluded :

"One of the

important factors in instituting e ducation a l change is the
.
b e h av1or
.
.
. 1 . 11 84
1 ead ers h 1p
o f th e pr1nc1pa
R. C . Williams and others compared four schools high
in organizational renewal with four schools low in organization al renewal.

The behavior of principals was describe d by

teachers using the LBDQ Form-XI !.

Principals in high

organizational r e newal schools were describ e d higher on
personal leader behaviors, while those principals low in
organi zational renewal were described higher in normative

84

J an W. Jacobs, "Leade r Behavior of the Secondary
School Principal," National Association of Se c ondary School
Princip als Bulletin, 49 (October, 1965), 13-17.
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b e hav i o r s (Produc ti o n Emphas i s in p a r t i c ular).

85

The s e

two s tud ies affirme d that lead e r s h i p b e h a vior as me a s ured
by LBDQ Form-XII did i ndee d r e lat e p os itive l y wi th the
educatio n a l innovat iven ess of princ ip a l s .
R. T. Sha rpe s tudi e d th e r e l a t ion s hip b e tween the
staff e v a luations of 15 principal s with l e ad e r b e h avi or.

He

found th at p rin c ipal effec tive n ess was hi g hl y re l ated to
norm conf o rmity and th a t the ideal princi p a l was d es cribe d
as high in r e c e ptivity to c han ge , a nd high in communi c ati o n
but low in s e paratis m f rom t e ache r s. 86

Th e r efor e , Sh a rp e ' s

study s uppo rt s th e s u gges ti o n that principal effectiven ess
is relat e d to re cepti v it y to change and p e rh a p s inn ovati o n .
--------------~--

C. Miskel s tudi e d the e ff e ctive ns s o f 169
principa l s a s perce i ve d b y subo rdin a t es.

Mi s k e l fo und

subordina t e p e r cept io n s of prin c ip a l e ff ec ti ve ness we r e
signi f i c antl y r e l a t e d t o o r g ani zati o nal innovative n ess and
support.

87
In rev iewin g the r esear c h lit e r at ure it was found

that the r e a r e s i g ni f i cant r e latio n s hip s b e tween t h e

85 a. C. Willi ams , C. C. Wa ll s ; W. M. Martin, and A.
Be rchin, ~ff e c t i n g Orga n izat i o n al Re n e wa l in Sc hoo l s (New
York: McGr aw Hill a nd Co ., 1 974 ).
86 a. T. Sha rp e , "Diffe r e n ces Be twee n P e r ce i ved
Admini strative Be h avio r and Ro l e Norms as Facto r s in
Leaders h ip Ev alu atio n a nd Gr ou p Mo r a l e " (Doc t o r a l
dis se rt a t io n, S t an f o r d Uni ve rsi t y, 1 95 7).
87

c.

Mi s k e l, 11 Prin c ip a l Eff ec tiv e n ess a nd t h e
Schoo l Cl i mat e ," (Ka n sas Cit y: Un i v e r s it y of Ka n sas , Sc h oo l
of Edu c ati o n, 1 9 74) .
(Mime o g raph e d . )
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effectiveness of principals and thei r reaction to
innovation.

Based on this review, it was hypothes ize d that

there was a significant relation s hip between the rated
effectiveness of principal s and the principals' reactions
to the educational innovation, Bilingual/Crossc ultural
education.

The next section will contain the historical

review of B/CC e ducation in the United States.
BilingualjCrosscultural Edu cation-An Overview
The legal mandate for BilingualjCrosscultural
education, on the national level, had its b e ginnings with
the Bilingual Education Act of 1968.

88

The Bilingual

Education Act of 1968 provided supplemental funds for the
educational needs of limited-English speaking students.
The legislation was approv e d by Congress as a result of a
series of Congressional hearings about the plight of the
limited-English speaking students in the nation's schools.
Two years after the Bilingual Education Act of 1968,
the United States Department ·of Health, Education, and
Welfare issued its 1970, May 25th memorandum to the nation's
state school chiefs.

The memorandum stipulated that

federally assisted school districts with more than five
percent national origin minority group children have an

88 Title VII-Bilingual Education Programs (Bilingual
Education Act) P.L. 90-247, Title VII, Sec . 702, 81 Stat.
816, 20 u.s .c. 880b (1968).
.
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obligation under Title VI of th e Civil Rights Act of 1964 89
to equalize educational opportunity for language minority
student s .

The memorandum stated:

Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes national origin- minority
group childre n from effect ive participation in the
education program offered by the school district,
the school district must take affirmative steps
to rectify the language deficiency in order to
open its instructional program to these students. 90
Even thou gh there were mandates to schools to meet
the educational nee ds of limited-English students, school
districts were slow in compliance.

As a result, there

were a number of law suits filed on behalf of the limited-

the suit that has had the greatest impact on improving the
educational opportunities of the nation's limited-English
speaking students.

Basing its decision on the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 and HEW regulationsi the Supreme Court of the
United States unanimously ruled that the San Francisco
Unified School District had illegally discriminated against
1,800 limited-English speaking Chinese American schoo l
children by denying them a meaningful opportunity to
participate in the public educational program.

The 1974

89

Title VI-Civil Rights Act of 1964 P.L. 90-247,
Title VI 601, July 2, 1964, 78 Stat. 252 42 U.S.C. 2000d
90

May 25th HEW Memorandum to State School Chiefs

(1970).
91

Lau vs. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974).
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court decision said:
Basic English skill s are at the very core of
what th es e public s chools t each.
Imp os ition of a
require ment that, before a child can effectively
participat e in the e ducational program, he must
already hav e acquired thos e basic sk ills i s to
make a mockery of public e du cat ion. We know that
those who do not unde rstand English are ce rtain
to find their classroom exp erie nces incompr e hensible and in no way meaning f ul.92
This Supreme Court case has been the basis upon which other
court d e cisions have been won in favor of the limit edEnglish speaking student. 93 , 94 , 95
In the same year that the Supreme Court rendered
its decision in Lau vs. Nichols, Congress passed the Equal

----------~E~d~ucational Opyortunities Act of 1974 96 as a part of the
Education Amendme nts of 1974.

The Equal Educational

Opportunities Act of 1974 was directed primarily toward
appropriate remedies in racial desegregation cases, but
it also in part provided for language minorities:
Sec. 1703. No state shall deny equal
educational opportunity to an individual on
account of his or her race, color, or national
origin . . . or by the failure by an educational
agency to take appropriate action to overcome
language barriers that impede equal participation

92
93

Ibid., p . 556.
Serna vs. Portales, 499 F2d 1147 (lOth Cir. 1974).

94 A .
sp1ra vs. Boar d o fEd uca t'1on 58 F .R.D. 62
(S.D.N.Y. 1973.
95
96

Rios vs. Read 75 C. 296 (1977).

Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974: 20
U.S.C. 1703 (Supp IV. 1974).
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by students in it s instruction a l programs.

97

Unlike Title VI o f the Civil Ri gh ts Act of 1961 , The Equal
Educ ational Oppo rtuni ties Act of 1974 applied to all sch oo l
district s irrespective of the receipt of federal fun d s .
By 1975, 24 stat es p e rmitt e d instructio n in a
language other than En g li s h which was twi ce the numb er of
stat es th a t had p e rmitt e d instruction in a language other
than Engli s h in 1971.

98

Bilingua l / Crosscu lt ur al e d11cation

will continue t o grow in the Unit e d States t o the benefit
of the limi te d-Engli s h speakin g students in t h e sch oo l s .
The challenge is t o the e ducati o nal administrators t o
provide the effective l ead e rship n ecessary fo r t his
educatio n al program to continue t o g r ow ahd thrive.
Summary
The historical a nd research li teratur e related to
this

inv~sti g at i on

were reviewed in this chapte r .

The

review of the r esearch lit e rat ure related to administrative
behavior h as found th a t

l ead er behavior and l eadersh ip

style ar e indee d r e lated to the effect i ve n ess of the
princ ipal.

Secondly, the revi e w h as· r evea l e d that th ere

are p e r sonal as we ll as interpersonal variables t hat are .

97

Ibid.

98 Hannah N. Fe ff e rt, and ot h e rs, ''The Current
Status of Unit e d Stat e s Bilingual Education," Bilin gual
Educatio n S e r i es-No . 4 (Arlington: Center fo r Appli e d
Linguistics , 1 975 ), p . 5.
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relat e d t o pr i n c ip a l effect i ve n ess.

And th i rd ly, the

r esear c h r ev i e we d h as s u gges t e d th a t p rin c i pa l effect ive n ess
is r e l a t e d t o h ow th e prin c ipal r eac t s t o inn ovati o n .
The me th o d s a nd p r ocedur e s u s ed in thi s r esear c h
study a r e r e p o rt e d in t h e n e x t c h apte r .

The a nal ysis o f th e

researc h data ar e report e d in Chap t er IV an d t he r ecomme ndation s a nd con cl u s i on s ar e r e p o rt e d in the l as t c h a pt e r .

Chapter III
PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGIEi:l

'rhe procedures and methodologies used in this study
are reported in this chapter.

The four sections of this

chapter include (1) the data source, (2) the instruments
used in the study, ( 3) the procedures of the study, ;md
(4) the methods used to treat the data.
The Data Source
-

,- -Included -in this section is -a descripfioi1 of the

data source.

It includes descriptions of the population,

community, the school district, and the district's B/CC
education program.
The Population
The population for this study was composed of 30
elementary school principals; six of whom were women.
Twenty-eight principals had school assignments for the
1978-79 school year, one principal was

~n

sabbatical leave,

and one principal was on special assignment.

More than half

of the study population had ten years of principal experience
or less.

The span of experience ranged from a person

employed as a new principal for the 1978-79 school year to
persons who have had 25 years of experience.
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The mean
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number of years of principalship experience was 11 years:
the median was 9.67 years; and the category that had the
greatest number of principals in it was principals with
0-5 years of experience--40 percent of the principals fell
in this category.

The years of experience by five year

increments and the percentage and the number of participants in each category are presented in Table 1.
More than 50 percent of the principals had five
years or less of B/CC experience .

The mean number of years

of B/CC experience was 6.47 years; the median was 5.25
years; and the mode was 3 years .
------------J~
e~a~
r~s~o~f~B
~./.CC

The principals' number of

experience by five year increments and the

number and percentage of principals in each category are
presented in Table 2.
The ethnic composition of the 30 participants
included Asian, Black, Hispanic, and White.

The number and

percentage in each category are presented in Table 3.
The Community
In 197B, the incorporated area of the city in which
this study was conducted covered 40 square miles.

The

metropolitan area had a population of 185,000.
Ethnic Composition.

At the time of the 1975 San

Joaquin County census, 82 percent of the city's population
was White (Hispanics were included in this percentage) and
18 percent of the population included Black, Japanese,
Chinese , Filipino, Korean, American Indian, and Hawaiian.
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Table 1
A Frequency Distribution of the Number
of Years of Principalship Experience
of the Participants

Years of Experience

Number of Principals

Percentage

5

12

40.0

6 - 10

5

16.7

11 - 15

5

16.7

16 - 20

3

10.0

21 - 25

5

16.7

0 -

-
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Table 2
A Freque ncy Distribution of the Numbe r
of Years of B/CC Expe ri e nce
of th e Partici p ant s

Years of B/CC Experience

Number of Pr inci pals

Pe rc e nt a ge

5

12

66.3

6 - 10

6

20.0

11 - 15

3

10.0

16 - 20

1

3.3

0 -

Table 3
A Freque ncy Distribution of the Ethn ic
Compos ition of th e Study 's
Participant s

Ethnic Cat egory

Number of Principal s

Percentage

Asian

4

13 . 3

Black

4

13 . 3

Hispani c

4

13.3

18

60.0

Whit e
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The more detailed 1970 United States census indicated that
67 percent of the population was White, 19 percent was
Hispanic, 8 percent was Black, 3 percent was Filipino,
Chinese, Japanese, Indian, and "others" together formed
approximately 4 percent of the overall count.
~loyment

and Income.

The t<)tal employment in the

city's labor market in September, 1977 was 144,700 which
included 114,800 non-agricpltural wage and salary workers
and 29,900 seasonal agricultural wage and salary workers.
There were approximately 283 widely diversified manufacturing plants in the metropolitan area in 1978.

The major

non-manufacturing industries were in the areas of government, education, and the military.
1975 for a family was $14,594.

The median income in

In 1975, there were 5,377

poor families in the metropolitan area whose gross yearly
income was below $6,490:
Educational Institutions.

The city had two private

colleges and a two-year community college with a combined
enrollment of 26,000 students.

It had two public unified

school districts and fourteen parochial schools with a
combined student enrollment of over 36,000 students.
The community where this study was conducted
offered a wide variety of employment and educational
opportunities.

The city's multi-ethnic population

contributed to the cultural richness and diversity of this
community.
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The School District
The Grade Organization.

Under a 1977 organizational

plan adopted to bring about desegregation, ten of the
elementary schools were primary schools (grades 1-3) paired
with nine other schools that served only intermediate level
students (grades 4-6).

Under this plan two regular kinder-

garten through sixth grade elementary schools were paired
together; one of the schools in the pair was designated the
primary school and it housed all students in first through
third grades from the two schools, while the other school
was designated the intermediate school and it housed all
students in fourth through sixth grades from the two schools.
These schools brought children from all neighborhoods
together into schools that were desegregated.

Six schools

served racially balanced neighborhoods with elementary
schools that served kindergarten through sixth grade.

Three

other schools were opened as "magnet" schools focused on
B/CC education, fundamental skills, and open classroom
instruction.

All of the kindergarten students attended their

neighborhood schools.
The Student Population.

The average student popula-

tion for the 28 schools was approximately 448 pupils.

The

size of the schools ranged from a low of 81 pupils to a high
of 832 pupils for the 1978-79 school year.
size was 483 students.

The median school

Sixty-eight percent of the schools

had student populations greater than four hundred.

A
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frequency distribution of the schools by school size is
presented in Table 4.
There were 13,106 students in the 28 schools that
were administered by the participants of this investigation
during the 1978-79 school year.
the student population

~eceived

Approximately 36 percent of
assistance from the Aid to

Families with Dependent Children programs.
percent of the district's

~tudent

!lore than 50

population was composed of

minority students during the 1978-79 school year.

The ethnic

composition of the student population by percentages is
presented in Table 5.
The Teacher Population.

The 28 schools in which the

participants worked in 1978 had 799 teachers.

The mean

salary of these teachers was approximately $17,965 per annum.
Approximately 69 percent of the teaching population during
the 1978-79 school year were White, while 31 percent were
minority.

The ethnic composition of the teaching staff of

the district for the 1978-79 school year is presented in
Table 6.
The educational needs of the diverse student population of this district were in part met by the vigorous
affirmative action hiring program of the district in the
past seven years.

The district's B/CC program was another

program implemented to address the educational needs of
students who were linguistically and culturally different
from the mainstream.
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Table 4
A Frequency Distribution of Schools
by School Size

School Size

Number of Schools

-

100

1

100 - 199

2

-

3

Less than

200
--

--

-

--·

--

299

-

-

300 - 399

3

-

499

6

500 - 599

6

600 - 699

6

700

-

799

0

800

-

899

1

400
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Table 5
The Ethnic Composition of the
Student Population

Ethnic Category

Percentage

White

42.3

Black

15.5

Hispanic

33. 3

Asian/Pacific Islander

7.9

American Indian/Alaskan

0.8

Table 6
The Ethnic Composition of the
Teacher Population

Ethnic Category

Percentage

White

69.0

Black

11.0

Hispanic

9. 0

Asian/Pacific Islander

9.0

American Indian/Alaskan

2.0
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The Bilingual(Crosscultural
Education Program
The school district in which this study was conducted
has demonstrated much initiative and commitment to B(CC
education.

In 1968, it had one of the first state funded

B/CC pilot programs.

In 1976, the district completely

renovated a three story building to. house the B/CC program's
central administrative offices, meeting rooms, and workrooms.
The district has provided monies from its own general fund
to support B/CC programs since 1975.

In 1975, the district

allocated $350,000 for B(CC education, $500,000 was
allocated in 1976, and the same amount was allocated in 1977,
however' in

i9i8

the amount was reduced to $209 000.
I

The

passage of Proposition 13, a California taxpayers initiative,
which greatly reduced the amount of local revenue available
for public schools was the reason given by the district for
reducing its allocation to B/CC education.
There were 1,140 identified limited-English
speaking/non-English speaking students in the 28 elementary
schools in the 1978-79 school year.

The total funds allotted

to provide services to these students for the 1978-79 school
year was $980,294.

The learning environment of the LES/NES

students was supervised by 60 bilingual teachers and 91
bilingual instructional aides.

The administrative and

support staff for this program included a program director,
a Title VII co-ordinator, two resource teachers, seven
specialists, a multicultural consultant,

and clerical staff.
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Inclu~e d

in this program was th e multilingualjmulticultural

"magnet" school me ntioned · ear li er .

Thi s school was staffed

with a p rincipa l and t e n teachers.
The multilin g ual/multicultural "mag n et " schoo l was
one of thr ee alternative sc h oo l s establi s h ed under the
di strict's desegregat i o n plan to allow parents an opportunity to participate in a voluntary program of busing for
de segregat i on .

In addition to the r egul a r Engli s h lan g uage

curricuilum, the school had a curriculum that addr essed the
needs of the limited/Engli s h s p eaki n g/non-English speaking
stude nts of Chinese , Filipino, and Mexican herit age.
school's program maintained t he child • s_ p:c..imary:

1

The

angu agQ - - - - - - -t-

and culture whil e the c hild was makin g the transition into
the English curriculum.

Approximately one third of the

school's stu6ent population was fluent-Engli s h speakin g;
these student s h ad the opportunity to l earn at l e ast one of
the other languages taught as th e sch ool as well as r eceive
an e x celle nt multicultural education .
Th e In s trume n ts Used in t h e St udy
This s e ction h as three parts:

(1) the d es cription

of th e FIRO-B quest ion n aire, (2) the descriptio n of the B/CC
Education a nd Principal In for matio n Survey and a description
about its development, and (3) the d esc ripti o n of th e
process u sed t o r a t e th e e ffectiveness of t h e participants
as p rincipals .
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FIRO-B
"F.I.R.O.-B." is an abbreviation for "Fundamental
Interpe r so n a l Relations Orie ntati o n-Beh a vi o r."

Acco rding

to Willi a m S c hut z , the a uth or of FIRO-B , the two purposes
for develop in g FIRO-B we re :
. (1) to co n s truct a measur e of h ow an
individual act s in interpersonal situations,
and (2) to construct a meas ure that will lead
to the pre di ction of interact ion b e twe e n people ,
based upon d ata from the measuring instrume n t
alon e. 1
FIRO-B is a 54 item questionnaire which measures 3
fundame nt a l dimensions of interpersonal rel ation ships:
"inclusion," " control," and "aff ection."

Inclusion

asses ses t he oegree to which a person associates with others.
Contro l measures t he e xtent to which a person assumes
responsibility, ma kes d ec isions, or dominat es people.
.Affection sco r e r e flect

~he

degree to which a person

becomes emotionally involved with others.
sion, there are two subscales:
"wanted b e havior."
person s

exp re~sed

The

For each dimen-

"expresse d behavior," and

Expressed b e havior repr ese nts the
or manifest b e havior; behavio r that is

overt, observable behavior in the areas of inclusion,
control, and affection.

Wanted behavior repre se nts what the

person wants from other people in the areas of inclusion,
control, and affection.

1
2

2

Examples of each of the scales

Schutz, 1966, op. cit. '· p. 58.
Ryan, op. cit., p. 5.
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are prese nt ed :
Expr essed In cl u s i o n
I make efforts to include other people in my
activiti es and to ge t th e m to include me in
theirs.
I tr y to b e l o ng , to join socia l g roups,
and to b e with people as much as possible.
Wanted In c lusion
I want other people to include me in th e ir
activiti es and to .i nvit e me to b e long, eve n if
I do not mak e an effo rt to b e included.
Expr e ss e d Control
I try to exert co nt rol and influence over
things.
I take charge of things, I tell other
people what to do.
Wanted Control
I want others to control and influence me.
I want other people to tell me what to do.
Express e d Affection
I make effort s t---ob ec"""Ol'ne cl-ose to- peop-le-.I express fri e ndly and affectionate feelings,
I try to be p e rsonal and intimate.

-

- - - -- -------

Want e d Affection
I wan t ot he r s to express fr i end l y and
affectionat e fee lings toward me and to try to
be close to me .3
·
FIRO Theory.

The work l e ading toward FIRO theory

began in 1952, wh e n Schutz was working at the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washingt o n D.C.

The theo ry was worked on and

r efined until it was published in its final form in 1958.
Schutz summarized his FIRO theory in these words:
There are three int e rpersonal n ee d areas,
inclusio n, control, and affection, s uffici e nt for
the pre di c ti o n of int e rp e r so nal behavior.
Ori e ntation s whi c h an indi vi dual a cquir es toward behavior
in th ese areas are r e l a tive l y invariant over time .
Compatibility of two or more p e rsons de p e nds on (a)

3

Schutz, 1977, op. cit., p. 29.

'"/5
th~ir

ability to sati sfy reciprocally each other's
int erpersonal n eeds , (b) their complementarity with
r espect to o ri ginatin g and receiving behavior in
each n eed area , (c) their similarity with r espe ct
to the amount of interchange they d es ire with other
pe op l e in each n ee d area.
"Rol es" may be defined
in terms of in terpersona l requirements in such a
way that a measurement can be made of the i n ter action being experien ced .
I f , for example ,
individu als are e n gaged in inclusion beh avio r,
or involved in a primary inclusion relation, then
compatibility in t~e inclusion area is the most
important determinant of their compatibility
in th e situation its e l f . Areas and degre es of
compatibility are th erefor e distinguishabl e
which are roughly comparable to personal
r e lations that f louri sh under one se t of
circumstan ces but cannot withstand the st ress
of a diff e rent type of relation.
Every interp e rsonal r e lat ion follows the same
general developmental sequ e n ce .
It s tarts wit h
in c lusion behavior, i s fo llowe d by control behavior
------------~
a~
nd, fin ally,~ ffect i o n behavior.
This cyc l e may' - - - r ecur. When the relation approach es termination
it rever ses direct ion , a nd investment from the
r e l atio n is withdrawn in the order of a ffect i o n,
control, a nd in clusion.
From these postulates it is theore tic a lly
possi ble to pre dict th e course of a relati on, if
we know the int erper sonal orien tat ion s of the
individual members of the r elat ion and the interp e rsonal d escription of th e circumstances under
which they will interac t.4
In 1 959, Schutz participated in a res ear ch project
entitled Pro cedur es for Iden tifying P ersons with Potential
for Public Schoo l Administrative Positions.

It was with

thi s project that Schutz expande d hi s theory to make it
more r elevan t to th e st udy of school administrators.

Th e

1959 project was a pilot study for a major st udy that was
r e porte d in Leaders of Schools:

4

FIRO Theory Applied to

Schutz, 1958, op. ci t., p. 200.
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Administrate_£~

published in 1977.

5

A s ummary of Schutz's

application of FIRO theory to school administrators follows:
FIRO theory provides a framework for describing
administrative functioning and for integrating the
empirical work previously summarized with personal
experience in the areas of education , administration,
and interpersonal relations.
. The first area
of administrative functio ning is the inclusion of
all available resources for doing the administrative
job. The various .people and groups that may help
administer a school or sch ool district must be
identified and developed optimally by the adminis trator. This area is called effective use of human
res o urces.
Controlling these elements in such a way as to
organize a nd int egrate their contributions most ·
us efully is the second major area of administrative
funct ioning called task effectiveness.
Creating a personal bond among the people
involved in the educat i o nal enterprise is essential
for the cont inu ation of the coordinated activity
------------r-equired to run a schoo l efficien y:
bility t~o~----------------~
create these successful affectional relations is
called interpersonal effectiveness.
'I'he-ciosest approximation to measuring the
ultimate criteria of administrative s u ccess mentioned
earlier is to measure the abilities of t he adminis trator most likely to lead to the accomplishment of
the ultimate goals . These are the administrator's
ability to use available human resources effective ly,
effectiveness in the task requir ements of the job ,
and interpersonal effectivene ss .6
FIRO-B's Re li ability.

Two types of reliability

are rel evant to FIRO-B, reproducibility and stability.
The coefficient of internal consistency is the measure
based on internal analysis of the d ata obtained on a
single trial.

Essentially this measure indicates the

d egre e to which th e items are measuring the same thing.

5

sc11utz, 197 7 , op. c1- t . , p . 28 - 9 .
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On

1,543 subject!-, tested on the scales, th e mean coefficient

of internal consis ten cy was 0.94.

7

The second meas ure of reliability was the measure
of stability which ref e rs to the correlation between test
scores on r etes t scores after a time lapse.

For FIRO-B

thi s is important, sin·ce inte rper so nal orientations are
presumably . stable traits.

The mean coefficient of stability

on a test-retest of FIRO-B over a four week period was 0.78.
FIRO-B's Validity.

8

Validity is the extent to which

a test measures what it was designed to measure.

9

Th e

content validity and concurrent validity of the FIRO-B
__________guestionnaire is discussed.

Cont e nt validity is determin e d
--------4

by showing ho w well the content of the questionnaire items
samples th e class of situations about which c onclusion s are
to be drawn.

If the theory underlying the use of the

Guttman scales is accepted, then the content validity is a
property of all legitimate cumulative scal es, and therefore
of all FIRO-B scales.

10

The theory underlying the use of

the Guttman scales is discussed by Schutz in more detai1.

11

The second me asure of validity is concurrent
validity which i s evaluat ed by showing how well test scores

7Schutz, 1966, op. cit., p. 77.

8 rbid. , p. 78-9.

9 Lewis R. Aike n, "Glossary For Educational
Measure ment and Research" (Stockton:
University of the
Pacifi c , School of Education, 1977), p. 20.
(Mimeographed.)

10s h t
c u z, 1966 , op.

Cl.. t • ,

p. 66 .

11 Ib1' d. ,
p. 59 - 60 .
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correspond to a measure of concurrent criterion performance.
This validity area refers to studies which attempt to
demonstrate differences, on the basis of the new measuring
instrument, between already existent groups or individuals
with already known attitudes.

Schutz reviewed the test

scores on twelve occupational groups and found the differences among the occupational groups to be striking and
consistent with occupational stereotypes.

These

d~fferences

on the test scores between groups tend to support the
concurrent validity of the FIRO-B scales.

12

B/CC Education and Principal
Information Survey
The survey was developed to gather data on the
reaction of principals to the educational innovation,
Bilingual Crosscultural education, and to gather data on the
principals' experience and needs in the B/CC area.
Survey Description.
had 17 items.

The first part of the survey

The reactions of the principals to B/CC

education was obtained on 14 Likert type scales.

Each

scale had a continuum that went from a most negative
reaction to B/CC education to a most positive reaction to
BfCC education.

The other 3 items of the 17 items on B/CC

education gathered data about the types of B/CC education
programs in the principals' schools and data on the amount

12

Ibid., pp. 66-77.
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of B/CC education experience of the principals.
The second part of the questionnaire collected
information about (1) the number of years the participant
had been a principal, (2) the principal's assessment of
needs in twelve areas of inservice training, and a
self-appraisal of his/her effectiveness as a principal.
Survey Development Process.

The advice of ten

experts was sought in the development of the questionnaire.
Their advice was sought to insure the research soundness of
the questionnaire, to insure that items would gather the
necessary information for the investigation, and to insure
-that the i-tems measured what-they were- intended-to-measure,
The panel included a professor/director of a B/CC doctoral
fellows program, a professor of research design, a professor
of school administration, and a professor of educational
sociology.

The rest of the panel consisted of practitioners

from the field of education.

This group included a district

director of B/CC education, a district B/CC staff development and curriculum development coordinator, a B/CC
specialist, a district elementary superintendent, a district
general curriculum consultant, and a district program
evaluator.
The questionnaire was developed over a six week
period auring which drafts were brought to the experts
personally for input and refinement.

Each expert commented

on the questionnaire on the average of 3-4 times during the
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development period.
Pilot Test.

The refined draft of the questionnaire.

was administered to a group of ten doctoral fellows at the
University of the Pacific.

The fellows represented a broad

spectrum of BfCC education and had from three to ten years
experience in B/CC education.

The pilot test provided some

useful suggestions and some minor refinements to the
questionnaire.
Questionnaire's Reliability.

It is possible to

obtain a measure of reliability from a single administration
of a questionnaire by the split-half procedure.

The instru-

-ment-is- administered to- a· group -of subjects, -and later the
items are divided into two halves, usually odd and even
items.

A Pearson correlation coefficient between the two

scores is calculated.

Then the Spearman-Brown prophecy

formula is used to compensate for the fact that the
reliability was estimated from a questionnaire one-half the
length of the final form.

13

The above procedure was used

to determine the reliability of the B/CC Education and

Principal Information Survey.

The procedure resulted in a

Spearman-Brown prophecy coefficient of 0.94.

Most test

makers and researchers are satisfied if they obtain
reliability coefficient of 0.70 and above but are

13 John T. Roscoe, Fundamental Research Statistics
for the Behavioral Sciences (2d sd., New York: Holt Rinehart
and Winston, 1972), pp. 133-4.
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dissatisfi e d if they obtain coefficients below 0.70.

14

The Procedures
The procedures us e d in this st udy are presented in
this section.

The procedures include (1) the ratin g -of the

principal s on effectiveness, (2) stating th e study's
hypotheses in null form,

(3) gatheiing the data,

(4)

scoring the questionnaires, and (5) preparing the data for
computer processi ng.
The Principal Effectivenes~
Rating Procedure
---------------'"-'mu:_p_e__:r___s_an_s__._i_r__o_m____t_t_e_dL."itii.c~cent r

a 1 admi nis___trJ"'---=----- - - - +

tive offices rated the effectiveness of each of the
principals .

Each of the raters have had direct contact with

each of the participants and kn ew of the performance of
these administrators .
The Process .

The raters were provided with a set

of 30 cards with the names of the parti c ipants on them.
Using criteria provided by the investigator, the raters
sorted th e cards into five groups according to the effectiveness of the participants as perceived'by the raters.

The

five groups of cards were sorted into groups from the least
effective to the most effective administr ators.

14 nonald Ary, Lucy C. Jacobs, and Asgar Razavieh,
Introducti o n to Researc h in Education (New York : Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1972), p. 209.
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The cr it e ri a for th e rating process was selec t e d
because it was con s i s tent with what constituted effective
administrative b e h avior in the educational l e ade r ship
literature r e vi e wed in Chapte r II.

An o ther r easo n for

sq lect ing thi s s et of criteria was that the criteria
appeared to be relat e d to the interpersonal behaviors
measur e d by FIRO-B' s scales In cl u s ion, Control, and
Aff ection.

Th e crite ria used by raters for rating t h e

effectiveness of principals are present e d:
Less Effective
S ee n a s imposin g methods
on others; sometimes
- - - - - - -.<::>een as unpLeasant ,_an ...___
in terested on l y in
short-run output.

Mor e Effective
Seen as having well
d ef in e d methods for
accompli s hin g goals that
are helpful to t he
followe rs.

Seen as i nitiating more
structure th a n i s
neede d by the g roup and
oft e n appears not to b e
g e nuin e in interpersonal
relation s hips .

Seen as satisfying the
n eeds of the g r oup for
setting g oal s and for
o r gani zi ng work, but also
providin g hi g h l evels of
socioemotional support .

See n as primarily
in terested in harmo n y ;
some times see n as
unwillin g to accomplish
a t ask if it ri sks
di sruptin g a relation ship or lo s in g a "good
person'' image .

Seen as havin g implici t
trust in p eople a nd as
primarily c o n ce rn ed with
fac ilit ating their goa l
accompli s hment.

Seen as providing li ttle
structure or socioemot ion nl s upp ort wh e n
n eede d by the group.

See n ·as appropriately
delegati ng to subordinates
d ec i s i o n s about h ow the
work s hould b e d o n e an d
providin g li ttle socioemo tion a l support wh e re
littl e is n eeded .15

·15 Paul He r sey a nd Ke nn et h H. Blanchard, ~lan ag ement
of Or gnni zat j o nal Be havi or : Util izi n g Hum a n Res o u rce s (3d
~ d., En g l ewood Cliffs, New J e r se y, 1977), p . 107.
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Insurin g Anonymity.

To insure ind ependent responses

and to in s ure confidentiality, the rat e rs were asked not to
discuss the st udy wit h each other or with a ny other person .
One of the r aters who would normall y have access to eval uative d ata about the principals was willing to summarize the
ratin gs of th e other raters a nd to code . the surveys.

Whe n

each rat e r was fi nishe d with hisjhe r ratin g of the part icipants, they gave their cards to the coder who

comp~t e d

t he

arithme ti c mean of the ratings for each participant and then
ranke d all the prin cipals from least effective to the most
effective .
-----------a code

The rank of the principals was writt e n down und

for--the-ide ntiti es_o~-P-articiP-ants

to each rank .

was assigned

The only p e rson that had access to the

rankings and code was the coder.

This was don e to protect

the confidentiality of the informa tion on each of the
participants.

The participants return e d their surveys

without writing their names on them to assure the anonymity
of their responses .
Estimat e of Reli a bility .

Analysis of variance was

used to obtain an estimate of reliability of the four
ratings made by each of the rat e rs on the participants.
The Spearman-Brown prediction formula was used to compute
the reliability es timate.

The estimate of reliability for

the four ratings by the raters in this investigation was
0.98 .
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The Null Hypotheses
The seven null hypotheses to be tested in this
study are presented:
H-1.

There is no significant diff erence between

effective and less effective principals in the interpersonal
relations dimension of Inclusion.
H-2.

There is no significant diff ere nce between

effective and less effective principals in the interpersonal
relations dimension of Control.
H-3 .

There is no significant difference between

effective and less effective principals in the interpersonal
relations dimension of Affection.
H-4.

There is no significant relationship between

a principal's effectiveness and the number of years the
principal has be e n a principal.
H-5.

There is no significant relationship between

the effectiveness of principals and their reaction to the
educational innovation-Bilingual/Crosscultural education.
H-6.

There is no significant relationship between

a principal's reaction to BilingualjCrosscultural education
and the principal's interpersonal behavior.
H-7.

There is

no

significant relationship between

a principal's reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural education
and the number of years of experience a principal has had
in BilingualjCrosscultural education .
The seven null hypotheses were tested for
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significa nce by comparing th e a pprop ri ate pair s of variabl es
among th ese data sources:

ratin gs of principal effec tive -

n ess, FIRO-B scor es , B/CC education r eaction s cores, y ears
of BjCC e ducation experi e nce , and years of principal s hip
experience.

Th e 0.05 level of significance was se t as the

criteri on for r ete ntion o r acceptance of a null hypoth es is.
The Data Gath e rin g
Proce dure
The data gathering p ro cedure include d obt a inin g
permission to conduct the study, informing th e princip als
about th e s tudy, and adm i niste rin g the s urvey .

This

rocedur e took about on e month from be g innin g to e nd.
·.~rov a. l

f~r

Study.

The st udy was d escribe d to the

elementary super int e nde nt, the e du cati o nal l eade r o f the
particip a nt s i n thi s study.

He gave hi s p e rmi ss ion to

conduct th e study and indicated hi s willingness to assist
the invest i gato r in the s tudy.

Next, a conference was h e ld

with th e di s tri c t coordinator of r esearch and evaluation,
the p e r so n r es ponsible for scr eening any r esear c h proj ect
to b e condu c t e d in the school di s trict.

Aft e r r ev i e win g

the r esear c h pro j ect , she gave h er approval to conduct the
re search project in the sc hool di s trict a nd offere d a ny
assistance th e inves tig ato r n ee d ed to compl ete th e s tudy .
Colle£!ing the Da ta.

A l et ter d esc ribin g the s tudy

and e li c itin g the cooperation of the thirty participants was
se nt out two wee k s prior t o th e c o ll ectio n dat e .

The l ette r
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also indicat e d the willingness of the inves tigator to answe r
any ques tion s th e participants might h ave concerning the
study.

A copy of this lett e r may be found in App e ndix A.

The FIRO-B ques tionnaire and the B/CC Education and
Princip a l In fo rmation Survey was a dminist e r e d to the
participant s at a regular e l e mentary principals' me et ing
with th e elementary superintendent.

Copies of the two

questionnair es used in thi s study may be found in Appendix
C and Appendix D.

The survey and the questionnaire were

given out 15 minut es prior to the meeting and collected
after the mee ting was over.

Only three of the p articipants

___________were~able to com lete . th e instruments at the mee ting.

~-------------

These three participants complet e d the questionnaires a nd
return ed the m to the investigator with i n a week,
in a 100 percent return on the quest i o nnaires .

re sul~ ing

A l e tt e r of

appreci at ion was sent to all the p e ople involved in helpin g
with the study.

A copy of the letter may b e found in

Appe ndix B.
Scorin g t h e Questio nn a ires .

The parti c ipants

recorde d thei r r espo ns es direct ly onto the two questionnaire s used in this study.

The FIRO-B questionnaires were

hand scored with the scoring cards provide d by the publi she r.
A score for e ach participant's r eaction to B/CC e ducation
was det e rmin e d by computin g the arithmetic mean of the
respon ses on the 14 Likert-type scales on the B/CC education
survey.
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Preparing the Data.
IBM computer cards.

The data was key punched onto

The effectiveness rating scores for

each of the participants were established by computing the
arithmetic mean of the ratings of the fo ur raters.

These

scores were ranked from most effective scor e to the least
effective score r esultin g in 30 ranks.

These ranks were

then coded into six levels of effectiveness and key punched
onto IBM computer cards for processing. The Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences 16 (SPSS) programs were used
to examine the information gathe red from the investigation.
Treatment of the Data
The following SPSS prog1·ams were used to examine
the data collected in this investigation:
CROSSTABS, and ANOVA.

FREQUENCIES,

This section will report how these

programs were used in this study.
FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCIES, a SPSS program, was us ed to examine
the distributional charact eristics of the data collected
from the FIRO-B and the B/CC Education and Principal
Information Survey.

Graphic displays in the form of

histograms were also obtained from the program for the
data collected.

This program was usef ul to the study

16 Norman H. Nie and others, SPSS: Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (2d ed ., New York: McGrawHill Book Company, 1975).
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because it provided a summary of the data from the response s
give n by the participants on the study's two questionnaires.
CR.OSSTABS
CROSSTABS was used to obtain table displays of the
relationships among the variables exami ned in this investigation.

CROSSTABS permits the production of two-way to

n-way crosstabulation of variables.
The use of CROSSTABS was useful to this study
because the program made it possible to observe graphically
the relationships between the variables in each hypothesis.
Each table provided column and row percentages of the
---------- resvon ~es-between

var1a les.

This was valuable in deter-

mining the strength of the interaction between variables .
A number of tests of significance are available with
CROSSTABS .

The test of significance chosen for us e with

this study was Pearson's r correlation coefficient which
was used with Hypotheses Four through Seven.
ANOVA
The SPSS program, ANOVA, was use d to test the
statistical signi fica nce of Hypotheses One through Three.
The objective was to examine the relative effect a participant's professional experience, interpe r sonal behavior, and
reaction to B/CC edu cation had upon the rated effectiveness
of the participant.

The combined effects and interactions

of the variables were assessed.

Analysis of covarian ce,
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one of ANOVA's programs, was used to analyze the data
gathered for Hypotheses One through Three.

This program

permitt ed the investigator to identify years of principalship and B/CC experience as covariates to balance out their
effect in the interactions between variables in the study.
The program assisted in determining whether the variances
between variables were significant or whether the variances
happened by chance.
Summary
In this chapter the procedures and methods used in
this inve s tigation were reported.

-------------------

The chapter included:

(1) the data source, (2) the instruments used in the study,
(3) the procedures of the study, and (4) the methods used to
treat the data.
The data obtained from the various instruments will
be in Chapter IV.

The summary, conclusions, and recommend-

ations for future research will be presented in Chapter V.

Chapter IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The purpose of this study was to compare the
effective ness of the principals with their interpersonal
be havi or and their reaction t o Bilingual jCrosscult ural
education, an educational innovation.

The effective ness

of the principals was determined by ratings from four
central offi ce staff members; the principals' i nterpersonal
behaviors were measure d by FIRO-B; and the principals '
reaction to the educational innovation, Bilingual/Crosscultural e duc a tion, were measured by a survey developed by
the invest igator.

The data collected fo r this study are

presented in this chapter .
The results from the FIRO-B inventory are presented
in the first section .

The second section contains the

participants' respons es to the B/CC survey.

Data r e lated

to the study's seven null hypotheses are contained in the
third section.
FIRO-B Results
The scales include d in the FIRO-B are Expressed
Inclus ion, Wa nt e d

In c lus io~,

Expresse d Con trol, Want ed

Control, Expressed Affe ct ion , and Wanted Affect ion. On each
of the scal e s, a respondent could have a l ow score of 0
90
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to a high score of 9 on each of the scales.

All the

respond e nt s in the study were categorized as having either
a low score or a high score on each of the FIRO-B scales.
Wheth e r a person had a low score or a high score was d ependent upon the criteria described below.

For the purpose of

this report, the scale scores were grouped so that scores
from 0 to 4 were labeled "low scores" and scores from 5 to
9 were labeled "high

score~."

Grouping the scores in this

manner was consistent with the manner in which the scores
are labeled in the clinical interpretation of the scores by
Ryan.

1

and applicability of the descriptions to be given of the
score's meaning which will be provided later in this report.
Persons with a 0, 1, 8, or 9 score on a scale have an
extreme score and would likely exhibit compulsively the
behavior described below.

Persons with a 2 or a 3 score

would have a low score, while persons with a 6 or a 7 score
would have a high score.

Persons with a 2, 3, 6, or 7 score

would exhibit ~ehavior characterized in the descriptions
below.

Persons with a 4 or a 5 score

hav~

a borderline

score and n1ay reveal a tendency toward the behavior described
for high or low scorers.

1

2

Ryan, op. cit., p. 8.
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Inclusion Result s
Accordin g t o Schutz, the fir s t are a of admini s trative fun c tionin g is the inclus ion of a ll available r esour ces
for doin g th e administrative job.

He called this a r ea the

effective u se of hum a n r esources . 3

The r es ults on the

Expressed In c l usion a nd Want e d Inclus ion r esults are
repo rt ed in thi s section .
Expr essed Inclu sio n Result s .

A l ow Expresse d

In clusion score mean s that the p e r son is uncomfortable
around people a nd will t e nd to move away f rom them; a high
Expressed In clusio n score suggests that th e person is
comfort able in
people.

4

o~ial

settings and- will--tend- to move- toward---------+

In terms of l ead ers hip behavior, effective lead ers

would be likely to h ave moderate to hi g h scores on the
Expresse d Inc lusion scale , whil e ineffective l eade rs would
be likely to have low scores on this scale.
The scores of th e participant s on the Expressed
In clusion scale ranged from 1 to 8 .

The mean was 4 . 467, the

median was 4 .3, and the mo d e .was 4 .0.

Th e frequency

di s tribut io n of the scor es s h owe d t hat 5 6 . 7 perce nt of the
participa n ts had low scores an d 43. 3 pe r ce nt h a d hi gh sco r es .
Wan ted Inclusion Re s ults.

A low Want e d In clusio n

score indicates that the person does not want to form clos e,
intimat e r elat i o n s hip s with o th e r s , while a hi gh s c or e means

3

Schutz, 1977, op . cit . , p. 28.

4

Ryan, loc . cit .
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th~t

the person has a strong need to belong and to be

accepted. 5

In terms of leadership behavior, effective

leaders are likely to have low to moderate scores on the
Want e d Inclus ion scale, while ineffective leade rs are more
likely to have high scores on this scale.
The Wanted Inclusion scores for the participants
ranged from 0 to 9 .

The mean score was 3.167, th e me dian

was 1.5, and the mode was 0.

The frequency distributio n of

the scores showed that 60 percent of the participants had
low scores and 40 percent of the participants had high
scores .
Control Results
Controlling the use of human resources in such a
way as to organize and integrate their contribution most
usefully is the second major area of administrative f unctioning proposed by Schutz.
effective n ess .

6

Schutz called this area task

The results from the Expressed Con t rol and

Wanted Control scales are reported in this section.
Expressed Control Resu lts.

A low Express e d

Control score means the person avoids making decisions and
taking on responsibility; a high score means that the person
can and does take on the r es ponsioilities involve d in the
leadership role. 7

In relation to l e adership behavior,

6

schutz, loc. cit.

7

Ryan, loc. cit.
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effective leaders are likely to have moderate to high scores
on the Expre s sed Control scale, while ineffective leaders
are more likely to have low scores on this scale.
The participants' scores on the Expressed Control
dimension ranged from 0 to 9.

The mean was 4.767, the

median was 4.875, and the mode was 5.000.

The frequency

distribution of the scores showed that 40 percent had low
scores and 60 percent had high scores.
Wanted Control Results.

A low Wanted Control

score suggests that the person does not want to be controlled
by others; a high score reflects the abdication of. respon-----------siqility__and
others.

8

ililsposition toward acceQtin

control from

In relation to leadership behavior, effective

leaders are likely to have moderate to lew scores on the
Wanted Cont r ol s c ale, while ineffective leaders are more
likely to have high scores on this scale.
The Wanted Control scores

ranged

from 1 to 7.

The

mean was 3.333, the median was 3.167, and the mode was 2.000.
The frequency distribution of the scores showed that 76.6
percent of the participants had low scores and 23.3 percent
had high scores.
Affection Re sults
The third area of administrative functioning,
according to Schutz, is the creation of a personal bond
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among the people involved in the educational enterprise.
Schutz called the ability to create these s u ccessful
affectional relations, int e rpersonal ef f ect ive ness .

9

The

analysis of the data from the Expr esse d Affection and
Wanted Aff ect ion scales are presented .in this section.
Expressed Affe ct ion Res ults.

A low Expres sed

Affection score describes a person who is cautious about
initiating the development.of close , intimate relationships;
a high seore suggests that the person can readily become
emotionally involved, establishing intimate relationships

10
W1· t·h others.

I n t erms o f 1 ea d ers h"1p b e h av1or,
·
e ff ec t'1ve

___________lea~ rs are likely to have moderat e to high scores on the
Expressed Affect i on scale, while ineffective leaders are
more likely to have low scores on this scale.
The score s of the participants on the Expressed
Affecti on scale ranged from 2 to 8.

The mean was 4.967, the

median was 4.750, and a mode was not evident in this
distribution.

The frequency distribution of the scores

showed that 46.7 percent of the participants had low scores
and 53 .3 percent had high scores.
Want ed Affection Results.

A low Wanted Affection

score indicates that the person does not want to form close,
intimate r elat i o nships, while a high score describes a
person who wants others to initiat e close, intimate

9

schutz, loc . cit.

10

Ryan, loc. cit.
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relationships.

11

In relation to leadership behavior,

effective leaders would probably have high to moderate
scores on the Wanted Affection scale, while ineffective
leaders would probably have low scores on this scale.
The participants' scores on the Wanted Affection
scale ranged from 2 to 9.

The mean was 5.000, the median

was 4.900, and the mode was 5.000.

The frequency distribu-

tion of the scores showed that 36.7 percent of the participants had low scores and 63.3 percent of the participants
had high scores.
Bilingual/Crosscultural Survey Data
The BfCC survey had· 14 items which obtained the
reactions of the respondents to various aspects of BfCC
education.

The survey obtained reactions in four major

areas which included (1)" the goals of BfCC education, (2)
comparisons of the B/CC program with the regular program,
(3) B/CC staff training and staff support of BfCC, and (4)
general reactions to BfCC education.

BfCC Education Compared to
the Regular Program
This part of the survey obtained the reactions of
the principals in 7 areas.

They were:

( 1) the ability

of BJCC education to meet the educational needs of LES/NES
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students, (2) the English acquisi tion rate of the LES/NES
students in the B/CC program, (3) LES/NES student school
adj~stment ,

(4) the self-concepts of LES/NES students, (5)

the participation of LES/NES students in school activities,
(6) the educational program for the fluent-English s tud e nt
in the B/CC program, and (7) the amount of parent involvement of the parents of LES/NES students.

The analysis of

the data revealed that 79 percent of the principals
indicated that the B/CC program was doing as well as or
better than the regular program in the 7 areas enumerated
above, while 21 percent felt the B/CC education program was
as the regular

~ogram

in the same 7 areas.

The Goals of B/CC Education
There were two questions that elicited the reacti ons
of the principals to the goals of B/CC education; all
participants responded to both questions.

The results

showed that 93 percent of the respondents felt that the
primary goal of B/CC education should be to help LES/NES
stude nts make the transition into the English language
curriculum, while 7 percent disagreed with this as being
the primary goal of BfCC education.

On the second question,

77 percent of the respondents felt that the primary goal of
B/CC education should be to maintain the child's primary
language and culture while the child makes the transition
into the English language curriculum, whereas 23 percent
. disagreed with this as being the primary goal of B/CC
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education.

The results indicate that 77 percent of the

respondents felt that B/CC education has 2 primary goals
which are (1) to help LES/NES students make the transition
into the English language curriculum and (2) to maintain
the primary language and culture of the LES/NES student.
Staff
Two questions obtained the assessments of the
principals on the adequacy of the training of the B/CC
instructional staff and the amount of support the staff
not part of the B/CC program provided the B/CC program.
The data showed that 57 percent of the respondents felt
that their B/CC instructional staff was adequately trained,
while 43 percent felt that their B/CC instructional staff
was inadequately trained.

The analysis of the data found

that 77 percent of the principals felt that their non-B/CC
instructional staff provided the B/CC program with support,
while 23 percent felt that little or no support was provided
by their non-B/CC instructional staff.
General Reactions
to B/CC Education
Three questions obtained general reactions about
B/CC education from principals.

The areas included in the

questions were (1) the amount of knowledge about B/CC
education acquired by the principals, (2) the principals'
attitudes toward B/CC education, and (3) the principals'
assessments of the desirability of having B/CC education for
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LES/NES stude nts.

The results r e veal e d that S3 percent of

the principals felt that they had acquired an adequate
amount of knowledge about B/CC education, while 17 percent
felt that they had acquired lit tle or no knowledge about

BjCC education in the past three years.
The data revealed that 53 percent of the principals
had a positive or a more positive

~ttit ude

toward BjCC

education at the time of the survey as compared to three
years ago, while 47 percent had a more negative attitude
toward B/CC education.

A letter was sent to the principals

to further investigate and clarify the responses to this
---------- su~vey__item . __A__co~y

E.

of this letter

rna~

be found in

App
~
e_
n_
d_
i_
x________

The response from the principals for this additional

information was excellent; 80 percent of the principals
responded to the letter.

Positive LES/NES student

achievement, greater LES/NES student participation in
school activities, .and the enhancement of LES/NES student
self-concept were the reasons given for a more positive
attitude toward BjCC education .

Disagreement with the

philosophy of B/CC education, belief that the program was
politically motivated, the amount of program paperwork, and
the lack of materials and trained staff were the reasons
given for a more negative attitude toward B/CC education.
Summary
The principals' responses on each item of the B/CC
survey were summarized and an overall positive or negative
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reaction to B/CC education was determined for each participant.

The results revealed that 80 percent of the principals

had positive reactions to B/CC education, whereas 20 percent
of the principals reacted negatively toward the educational
innovation.
Data Related to the Hypotheses
The SPSS programs CROSSTABS and ANOVA were used to
test the seven null hypotheses of the study.

The SPSS

program CROSSTABS computes and displays two-way to n-way
crosstabulation tables for any discrete variables, either
~umberic

or alphanumeric.

Tests of statistical signifi-

cance as well as numerous measures of nominal and ordinal
association are available.

In this study, two-way cross-

tabulation tables are displayed to graphically show the
relationship between the two variables in each of the
hypotheses.

The test of significance reported with CROSSTABS

will be Pearson's r correlation coefficient with its
corresponding statistic, the significance of r.
The SPSS program ANOVA performs one to five way
analyses of var:iance and covariance (up to five covariates)
and also has the capacity to produce a multiple classification (hlCA) table.

Analysis of variance is a statistical

method of identifying, breaking down and testing for
statistical significant variances that c6me from different
sources of variation.

Analysis of covariance is a form
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of analysis of variance that tests the significance of the
differences between means of final experimental data by
taking into account the correlation between the dependent
variable and one or more covariates, and by adjusting
initial mean differences in the experimental groups.

12

In

this study, analysis of covariance was utilized as a test
of significance in hypotheses one through three and
Pearson's r was used as a test of significance for.
hypotheses four through seven.
Hypothesis One
There is no significant difference between effective
and less effective principals in~the interpersonal relations
dimension of Inclusion.

The dependent variable in this

hypothesis was the rated effectiveness of the principals;
the independent variable was the FIRO-B dimension Inclusion;
and the covariates were principalship experience and B/CC
experience.

When B/CC experience and principalship

experience were considered, the analysis of covarianee
showed there was no significant difference between the
rated effectiveness of principals and the FIRO-B dimension
Inclusion.

The hypothesis was. accepted.

presented in Table 7.

12 A'k
1 en, op. c1"t ., p . 1.

The data are
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Tabl e 7
An a lysis of Covarian c;r;; -Rated Ef fecti v en-ess
by Inclusion with Prin ci pals ' Experien ce
and Principals' B/CC Experi e nc e

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

F

0.035

2

0 . 017

0.058

0.944

Principal s '
Experien ce

0 . 035

1

0,035

0.116

0.736

B/CC Experi e n ce

0 . 001

1

0.001

0.002

0.961

Covariat es

Main Effects

0. 2-4-4- -3-

Significance
of F

0 081- 0. 272- - 0 . 845

Expresse d Inclusion 0.095

1

0.095

0.317

0 . 579

Wanted Inclusion

0.000

1

0.000

0 .000

0 . 998

Total Inclusion

0.046

1

0.046

0.154

0.698

Two-Way Interaction

0 . 357

1

0 . 357 1.195

0 .2 86

Expresse d Inclusi o n 0.357
by Wa nt e d In c lusion

1

0.357

1.195

0 . 286

0.355

0.900

Explained

0.635

6

0 . 106

Residual

6.685

23

0.259

Total

7 .500

29

0 . 259
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Hypothesif'-~wo

There is no significant difference between effective
and less effective principals in the interpersonal relatjons
dim~nsion

of Control.

The dependent variable in this

hypothesis was the effectiveness of principals; the independent variable was the FIRO-B dimension Control and the
covariates were principalship experience and B/CC experience.
When principalship experience and B/CC experience were
considered, the analysis of covariance revealed that there
was no significant difference between the rated effectiveness
of prtncipals and the FIRO-B dimension Control.
hypothesis was aecepted.

The

The data are-presented in Table 8.

Hypothesis Three
There is no significant difference between effective
and less effective principals in the interpersonal relations
dimension of Affection.

Rated effectiveness of the

principals was the dependent variable in this hypothesis;
the FIRO-B dimension Affection was the independent variable;
and B/CC experience and principalship experience were the
covariates.

When B/CC experience and principalship

experience were considered, the analysis of covariance
showed that there was no significant difference between the
rated effectiveness of principals and the interpersonal
relations dimension Affection.

The hypothesis was accepted.

The data are presented in Table 9.
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Table 8
Analysis of Covariance-Rated Effectiveness
by Control with Principals' Experience
and Principals' BJCC Experience

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

F

0.035

2

0.017

0.059

C·.942

Principals'
Experience

0.035

1

0.035

0.119

0.733

BJCC Experience

0.001

1

0.001

0.003

0.961

0.628

3

0.209

0.718

0.551

Expressed Control

0.003

1

0.003

0.009

0.925

Wanted Control

0.564

1

0.564

1.934

0.178

Total Control

0.115

1

0.115

0.395

0.536

0.130

1

0.130 0.446

0.511

Expressed Control
0.130
by Wanted Control

1

0.130

0.446

0.511

0.453

0.835

Source of Variance

Covariates

Main Effects

Two-Way Interaction

Explained

0.739

6

0.132

Residual

6.707

23

0.292

Total

7.500

29

0.259

Signl.ftcance
of F
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Table 9
Analysis of Covariance-Rat e d Effective ne ss
by Affecti on wi th Pr i nc ipals ' Exp e ri e n ce
and Princ ipals' B/CC Expe ri e nc e

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

D:F

0.192

2

0 .096 0 . 529

0.596

Principals'
Experience

0.007

1

0.007 0.041

0.842

B/CC Experience

0.170

1

0.170 0.939

0.343

0.18

3_

0! 062- 0.34-1- - 0 . 796

Express ed Affection 0.031

1

0.031 o.i72

0 . 682

Wanted Affection

0.091

1

0.091 0 . 502

0.486

Total Affection

0.008

1

0.008 0.046

0.832

0 .4 32

2

0.216

1.191

0.323

Expressed Affection 0 . 333
by Wanted Affection

1

0.333 1.836

0.184

Expressed Affection 0.035
by Total Affection

1

0.035 0.196

0.663

0.720

Covariates

Main Effects

Two-Way Interactions

Me an
s .q uare

Explained

0.810

7

0.116

Residual

3.990

22

0.181

Total

4.800

29

0.166

F

. Significance
of F

0 . 638
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!!xpothesis Four
There is no significant relationship between a
principal's effectiveness and the number of years the
principal has been a principal.

The variables in this

hypothesis were principal effectiveness and the number of
years the participant has been a principal.

The cross-

tabulation of the 2 variables showed that 56.7 percent of
the principals had 0-10 years of experience and 43.3 percent
of the principals had 11-25 years of experience.

Of the

principals who had 0-10 years of experience, 30.0 percent
were rated less effective and 26.7 percent were rated more
ef!e~ti ve_._

_ O:f_ t_he P_I'inci:[Ja:l_s !Vho_h1l.si 11=25_ye_aJ:s of

experience 20.0 percent were rated less effective and 23.3
percent were rated more effective.

Pearson's r correlation.

coefficient showed there was no significant relationship
between the rated effectiveness of principals and the
number of years they have been principals.
was accepted.

The hypothesis

The data is present.ed in Table 10.

Hypothesis Five
There is no significant relationship between the
effectiveness of principals and their reaction to the
educational innovation-Bilingual/Crosscultural education.
Rated effectiveness of the principals and their reactions
to the educational innovation-B/CC education were the
variables in this hypothesis.

Toe crosstabulation of the

2 variables found that 6.7 percent of the less effective
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principals had a negative reaction to B/CC education and
.. i'
13·.3 percent of the more effective principals had a negative
reaction to B/CC education; 43.3 percent of the less
effective principals had a positive reaction to B/CC
education, while 36.7 percent of the more effective principals had a positive reaction to the program.

The correla-

tional coefficient, Pearson's r, revealed that there was no
significant relationship between the rated effectiveness of
,~rincipals and their reaction to B/CC education.

hypothesis was accepted.

The

The data is presented in Table 11.

Hypothesis Six
-

-·

There is no significant relationship between a
principal's reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural education
>and the principal's interpersonal behavior.

The variables

lin this hypothesis were the reactions of the principals to
BJCC education and the interpersonal behavior of the

:, principals as measured by FIRO-B.

The results of the

~.;

·crosstabulation of the 2 variables found that 13.3 percent
of the principals who had low total FIRO-B scores had

J) negative

reactions to BJCC education and 6.7 percent of the

·j1::'

·' principals with high total FIRO-B scores had negative
reactions to B/CC education; 46.7 percent of the principals

j:
~·

who had low total FIRO-B scores had positive reactions to
BJCC education and 33.3 percent of the principals with high

FIRO-B scores had positive reactions to B/CC education.
~

significant relationship was found between a principal's

No
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Table 10
Crosstabulation of Rated Effectiveness
by Principal Experience
Rated Effectiveness

•

Years of
Experience

Less

0-10 years

11-25 years

More
17

9

8

30.0%

26.7%

6

7

20.0%

23.3%

15
50.0%

15
50.0%-

Pearson's r = 0.06727

56.7%
13
43.3%

Significance= 0.3620
Table 11

Crosstabulation of Rated Effectiveness
by Reaction to B/CC Education
Rated Effectiveness
Reaction to BjCC
Education
Negative

More

Less
2

4

6. 7%

13.3%

13

Neutral-Most
Positive

Pearson's r = 0.1667

6

20.0%
24

11

43.3%

36.7%

15
50.0%

15
50.0%

80.0%

Significance = 0.1894
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reaction to B/CC education and the interpersonal behavior of
the principal.
was Pearson's r.

The statistic used for testing significance
The hypothesis was accepted.

The data are

presented in Table 12.
Hypothesis Seven
There is no significant relationship between a
principal's reaction to

Bilingu~l/Crosscultural

education

and the number of years of experience a principal has had
in Bilingual/Crosscultural education.

The variables in this

hypothesis were the principals' reaction to B/CC education
and the number of years of experience they have had in BfCC
education.-

The findings from the crosstabulation of the

2 variables found that 20.0 percent of the principals who
had negative reactions to BfCC education had 0 to 5 years
of BfCC experience, while no principals with 6 to 25 years
of B/CC education had negative reactions to the program;
66.7 percent of the principals who had 0-5 years of B/CC
experience had positive reactions to B/CC education, and
13.3 percent of the principals with 6 to 25 years of
experience had positive reactions to the program.

Pearson's

r correlation coefficient was not high enough to warrant
rejection of the null hypothesis.
accepted.

The hypothesis was

There was no significant relationship between a

principals reaction to B/CC education and the number of years
of experience they have had in BfCC education.
are presented in Table 13.

The data
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Table 12
Crosstabulation of Reaction to B/CC Educatio n
by Interpersonal Be h avior
Reaction to B/CC Education
Total FIRO-B
Score

Negative
4
Low

Positive
14,

13. 3%

46. 7%

- - - - - -----.-- - - - - - - -

60. 0%

.6. 7%

33.3%

~---::---'"'
6'-_

20.0%

12

10

2

High

18

40.0%

- - 2...4 - - - . , - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
80.0%

Pearson ' s r = 0.06804

Significance= 0.3604
Table 13

Crosstabul ation of Reaction to B/CC Education
by B/CC Education Experience
Reaction to B/CC Education

BjCC Experience
0- 5 years

Ne ative
6
20. O%

Positive
20..,
66.7%

0
6-25 years

0.0%

Pearson's r = 0.19612

86. 7%
4

4

13.3%

13.3%
6

20 . 0%

26

24
80.0%
Significance = 0 . 1495

-
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Summary
The data from the FIRO-B inventory, the B/CC survey,
and the hypotheses of this study were presented and
analyzed in this chapter.

The results from the FIRO-B

inventory revealed that the participants, as a group,
obtained moderate scores on each of the FIRO-B scales.

The

results from the B/CC survey revealed that 80 percent of
the participants were positive in their reactions to B/CC
education.

The results from the seven hypotheses revealed

that there were no significant differences or relationships
among effectiveness of principals, their interpersonal
beha\•ior, their reaction to B/CC education, experience as
principals, or experience in B/CC education.
The seven null hypotheses of the study were accepted
because the analyses of the data failed to find any significant differences or any significant relationships at or
below the 0.05 significance level,

Conclusions and

recommendations for future research will be presented in
Chapter V.

Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of thiB study was to examine the
following questions:

(1) Is the effectiveness of a

principal related to the principal's interpersonal pehavior
with others?

(2) Is the effectiveness of a principal

related to the principal's years of principalship
experience?

(3) Is the reaction of a principal to an

educational innovation related to the principal's effectiveness?

(4) Is the reaction of a principal to an educational

related to the principal's interpersonal orientation?

(5)

Is the reaction of a principal to an educational innovation
related to the years of experience the principal has had in
that innovation?

It was generally hypothesized that a

principal's interpersonal behavior, a principal's reaction
to an educational innovation, and a principal's experiences
were all not related to a principal's effectiveness.

Summa...!l.
In Chapter I, the problem, the purpose of the study,
the hypotheses, procedures, definitions, the limitations and
delimitations, the significance of the study, and the overview of the study were presented.
112

Chapter II included a
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review of the literature and research in five major areas.
The areas reviewed were:

(1) the history of public

administration, (2) the history of educational administration, (3) a review of the research of educational
administrative behavior as it pertained to this study, (4)
a review of the research innovations and principals, and
(5) the history of Bilingual/Crossdultural education in the
United Staces.
The procedures and methodologies used in the
investigation were reported in Chapter III.

Chapter III

included (1) the description of the data source, (2) the
instruments used in the study,

(3) the procedures used in

the study, and (4) the methods used to treat the data.

The

findings of the study regarding the relationships of
principal effectiveness to the interpersonal variables and
reaction to innovation were reported in Chapter IV.
Presented in Chapter IV were:

(1) the results of the

responses to the FIRO-B questionnaire,

(2) the results of

the responses to the B/CC-Principal Information Questionnaire, and (3) the results from the tests of significance
of the study's seven hypotheses.
Conclusions
Several conclusions relative to each of the seven
hypotheses are presented and general observations regarding
the study are discussed in this section.

The first four
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hypotheses were based on comparisons of the effectiveness
of principals with the three FIRO-B scales and principalship eXi)e rience.

Hypotheses Five through Seven were based

on comparisons of the reactions of the principals to B/CC
education with effectiveness, interpersonal b e havior, and
B/CC exp e rience.
~poth e si s

One

There is no significant difference betwee n effective and les s effective principals in the interpersonal
r elations dimension of Inclusion.

The results of this

study confirmed the hypothesis that there is

no_sign~ficant---------.

difference between the effectiveness of principals and the
FIRO-B scale , Inclusion.
ings of Hightower,
also found no

1

These results support the find-

Underwood and Krafft,

significan~

2

and Schutz

3

who

differences between the rated

effectiveness of principals and this interpersonal dimension.

According to Schutz,

4

the Inclusion dimension is

related to t h e utilization of human resources by the
administrator, therefore it is concluded that there are no
significant differences between the effectiveness of
principals and how they utilize human resources.

1 Hightower, lac. cit.
2

Underwood and Krafft, lac. cit.

3 schutz, 1966, lac. cit\
4

schutz, 1977, op. cit., pp. 28-9.

.
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There have b ee n st udies that are in conflict with
the conclusions drawn above; Brown,

5

Schott,

6

Grobman and

Hin es, 7 and Kimbrough 8 did find significant diff e r e nc es
betwee n the effectiveness of principals and the effective ness of the principals in the utilization of human
resour ces.

Perhaps the utilization of human resour ces was

not a factor included in the rated effectiveness of
principal s in this study; thi s could be the r e a son that the
findings of this study diff e r e d from the findings of other
studies r eviewe d in Chapter II.

How human resources were

utilized in the district from which this study was made
was largely deter ined by the

arious e mp loyer- e mployee

contract s; therefore principals had little influence over
how human r esour ces were utiliz e d in their s chools .
Hypothes i s Two
There is n o significant differ e n ce between
effective and l ess effecti ve principals in the int erperson al
relation s dime n sion of Control.

Th e findings of this s tudy

support the hypothesi s that there is no significant difference between the rated effectiveness of principal s and the
Control dime n s ion .

Schutz proposed that this dimension is

relat e d to the admini s trative function he called task

5
7

Brown, loc. cit.

6 Schott, loc. cit.

Grobman and Hines, loc. cit.

8 Kimbrough, loc. cit.
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effectiveness;

9

it is thus concluded that there is no

significant difference between the effectiveness of principals and task effectiveness.
by the studies of Fultineer,
Schutz,

13

This conclusion is supported

10

.

H1ghtower,

11

Parks,

12

and

who also found no relationships between leader

behavior and this dimension.

. 14 Evenson, 15 Brown, ~6 an d
Ha 1p1n,

u·

ml.S

k e 1 17 a ll

had obtained results that conflict with the findings of
this study.

Their studies revealed that effective princi-

pals initiated more structure and emphasized more production than

ineffectiv~

principals.

Lipham's findings also

_ _ _ - -con.fl-ict wit-h- the findings- o""'f this stuay-:- He found that
effective principals had greater activity drive and
achievement drive than ineffective principals.

Perhaps one

reason for the conflicting findings could be attributed to
the instrumentation.

Halpin, Evenson, Brown, and Miskel

used LBDQ and LBDQ Form XII, whereas· Fultineer, Hightower,
Parks, Schutz, and this study used FIRO-B to examine leader
behavior.

This fact may indicate that FIRO-B might not be

suited for studies measuring leadership behavior in the

9 schutz, 1977, loc. cit.

1

°Fultineer, loc. cit.

11Hi ghtower, loc. cit.

12

13 schutz, 1961, loc. cit.

14H a 1p1n,
.
loc. cit.

15 Ev enson, loc. cit.
17
.

16 Brown, loc. cit.

Miskel , loc. cit.

Parks, loc. cit .
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educational se tting when leader effectiveness i s one of the
variables .

Another possible r eason for the conflicting

findings could be that situational factors that might have
influence d principal b e havior were not accounted for in
this study.

Stogdi11

18

and Gibb 19 both concluded in their

studies that leader behavior is situational; leader
behavior that is appropriate and effective in one leadership situation might not be appropriate or effective in
another leadership situation.

For example, a principal who

exhibits a great amount of Control behavior might be very
effective in one situation but would be a dismal failure
in another

situa~ion-if--the

princip ~~exhioite

the same

kind of behavior.
Hypothesis ThTee
There is no significant difference between ef fective and less effective principals in the interpersonal
relation s dimension of Affection.

Analyses of the data

confirmed the hypothesis that there is no significant
difference

bet~een

the effectiveness of principals and the

FIRO-B dimension, Affection .

Schutz described this area of

administrative function as the administrator's ability to
create a personal bond among people or the ability to
create successful affectional relationships in a group.

18
19

stogdill, 1948, loc. cit.
Gibb, loc. cit.
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He ·called this area int e rp ersonal effective n ess.

20

Thu s

it is concluded that the effectiveness of principals is not
signif icantly related to the principals' interpersonal
effectiveness.

Hightower

21

and Underwood and Krafft

22

obtained similar results in their studies .
Halpin,
Kimbr ough,

28

23

Moser,

and Lipham

24

29

Evenson

25

Brown,

26

Schott,

27

·

arrived at opposite co nclusions.

These investigators found that int erpersonal effectiveness
was indeed significantly related to a principal's rated
effectiveness as an administrator of a school;

Unaccount e d

for situational factors that might influence principal
-----------behavior and

~ns~rume nt ation, -tne

reasons given for the

conflicting results in Hypothesis Two, are perhaps t h e same
reas ons for the fi ndings in this h ypothesis .
Hypothesis Four
There is no significant difference between a
prin cipal ' s effectiveness and the number of year s of
experience the person has been a . principal.

The analyses

of the data support the hypothesis that there is no

20

Schutz, 1977, l oc. c it.

22
23
25
27
29

21

Hightower, loc. cit.

Underwood and Krafft, loc. cit.
Halpin, loc. cit.
Evenson, loc. cit.
schott, loc . cit.
Lipham, l oc . cit.

24
26
28

Moser , l oc . cit.
Brown, loc. cit.
Kimbro ugh, loc. cit.
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significant relatio n ship between principal effective n ess
and principalship experien ce.

Therefore, it i s concluded

that there is n o sig ni ficant relationship b etwee n the
effectiveness of principal s and the numb er of years the
person has been a principal.

The results obtained in this

hypoth esis could be attributed to the fact that most
principa ls in thi s st udy have h a d

~

l east three years of

experie nc e as vice-principals before becoming principals.
By the time a person became a principal, he / s he has had
at least three years of administrative exp e ri e nc e at the
school si t e; p e rh aps the amount of exp e ri e n ce
fi ~s t

b eyo n~

the

two or__three- years- has- n o- Telaxionship to a person' s

effectiveness a s a principal.
Hyp ot h esis Five
There is n o significant relationship between t he
effectiveness of principals and t h eir reaction to the
educational innovation-Bilingual/Crosscultural educatio n.
The result s of the analyses of the data confirmed the
hypoth esis that the effectiven ess of principals is not
related to their r eact ion to B/CC e ducati o n.

It is thus

concluded that there is no significant r e lations hips
between a principal's effective nes s and a principal's
reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural e ducation.
The r esults of this study are in conflict with the
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conclusions by Jacobs,

30

Williams,

31

Sharpe,

32

and

Miske 1 33 who all concluded that leadership effecti veness
was related to the leader's r eactio n to innovation.

Perhaps

these results conflict with the finding of this study
because the principals in this study viewed the B/CC
program not as an innovative program designed to meet the
educational needs of limited-Engl ish speaking/non-English
speaking c hildren but as a-politically motivat e d program
design e d to establish a power base for ce rtain minority
groups .

~

~

as ·n innovation- beca
;

;

:

_

___:,_

_

results could be that B/CC education is no longer viewed
_

__

Another possible reason fo r the conflicting

education has been in

th~s

district in various forms for over ten years.
Hypothesis Six
. There is no significant relationship between a
principal' s r eaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural education
and the principal's interpersonal. behavior.
support the hypot h esis that

~principal's

The findings

r eact ion to B/CC

education is not relat ed to th e principal's interpersonal
behavior .
area.

No pre vious studies have been conducted in this

It was conjectured that because studies have shown

relation s hip s between effect iveness of principal's with
interpe r so nal behavior as we ll as with thei r reaction to

30 Jacobs, loc. cit.

. 31 williams, loc. cit.

32

33

sharpe, loc. cit.

Miskel, loc. cit.
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innovation that there would also be a relation ship between
a principal's r eactio n to innovation wit h the principal's
inte rp ersona l behavior.

This conj ecture was n o t s ubs tan-

tiat ed; it is therefore co n cl ud e d that there is no s ignificant r e lati onship between a principal's reaction to B/CC
education and his/he r interpersonal behavior.
Hypot h esis Seven
There is no signif icant relationship between a
prin c i pal' s reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural education
and the numb e r of year s of expe ri e nce a principal has · had
in Bilingua l /Crosscultura l edu catio n.

The

an a l y~is

ot--the ---------.

aata support the hypothesis t hat there is no significant
relati o nship b etween a principal's reaction to B/CC
education and the number of years of experien ce the principal has had in that program.
resear ch in this area.

The r e h as been no previous

Although there were no signi fican t

stati stical results found in this hypot h esis, there was a
trend observed.

Principals with mor e experience in B/CC

education favore d B/CC programs that maintained the c hild' s
primary lan guage a nd c ulture while the c h ild is making t he
transiti o n into the English language c urri c ulum.

They also

felt that staff me mb ers not part of the BjCC program
provide d good support to the B/CC program .

They also

indicated that the training the B/CC instructional staff
rece ived was very good.

The refore, it is concluded that

principals with more years of BjCC experi e n ce h ave shown
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a tendency to react more positively to BjCC edu cation than
principals with less experience in the program.
General Observations
A summary of the scores on each of the FIRO-B
scales showed that the participants, as a group, had
moderate scores.

These moderate scores mean that the

typical participant was socially flexible, was able to
make decisions and assume responsibilities as well as to
share these roles , and was a warm person able to give and
receive affection without going to ext remes .
des c ription s of these interpersonal behaviors

When the
r e comparen---------•

with the criteria for leader effectiveness set for this
study, the behaviors described were consistent with the
criteria for effectiveness .

Therefore, the typical

participant had the interpersonal behaviors necessary to
be an effective educational leader.
The overall reaction to BjCC e ducation was positive.
This was especially true in the participants' reactions to
the effect that B/CC edu cation was having on the LES/NES
children's self-concept, school
adjustment.

parti~ipation,

and school

Those participants who did have negative

reactions to B/CC edu cation were essentially not dissatisfied about the effect the program was having on students
but were dissatisfied because they disagreed with B/CC
education on philosophical grounds, believed that B/CC
education was politically motivated, or because they
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perceived the amount of bureaucracy a nd paper work
involve d with the program as excessive.·

Principals also

reflect ed a concern with the lack of mat e ri als and adequately trained instructional staff for the program.
No significant differences or relationship s
between the rated effectiveness of principals, interpersonal behavior, and r eaction to B/CC education were found .
Perhaps the findin gs would.have been different if a
different measure of interpersonal behavior was used and
the situational factors were taken into account.
Recommendations
Recommendations drawn from this study are present e d
in this section.
two sections:

The r ecommendations are organized into

(1) recommendations direct e d to institutions

of higher education , educational administration association s, and school districts, and (2) recommendat ions
regardin g further investigations of this topic.
Recommendations for Universities,
Educational Administration
Organizations, a nd School
District s
Universities, education al administration organizations, and sch ool districts must accept responsibility for
selecting and training persons who would be effective
school principals.

It is also the responsibility of these

institutions to provide the n ecessary information and
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training to principals who are charged with the responsibility of implementing an innovative program such as
Bilingual/Crosscultural education.
It is therefore recommended that the universities,
educational administration organizations, and school
districts provide the necessary pre-service and inservice
training to principals and future principals which will
provide these persons with the interpersonal competencies
that will contribute to their effectiveness as school
administrators.

It is further recommended that these same

institutions provide principals and potential principals
with the theory, understandinJL and _s:ompeteneies necE:tss_ar_y
for these persons to effectively implement change and
innovation in the schools.

It is also recommended that

these three institutions work together to provide principals with the information and training needed to implement
emerging school programs like Bilingual/Crosscultural
education.
Recommendations for
Further Research
There are two recommendations regarding further
research into the effectiveness of principals as it is
related to interpersonal behavior and reaction to B/CC
education.
1.

They are as follows:
The FIRO-B questionnaire has not been very

productive in studies with school administrators, therefore
-it is recommended that this study be replicated using a
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different instrument to measure interpersonal behavior.

It

is also recommended that situational variables that might
affect leader behavior and leader effectiveness be taken
into account if this study is replicated.
2.

Further research is recommended to find those

variables that will enhance the acceptance of innovative
programs like B/CC education by those in the educational
community as well as by the public.
Effective leadership was the major topic of this
study.

Programs to train effective leaders for the schools

will be greatly enhanced when researchers are able to
:identify those variables that are important to the interpersonal effectiveness of principals.

The enhancement of

traird.ng programs for educational administrators would
result in better educational programs for students which
in turn will ultimately result in a life that is more
meaningful and productive for everyone.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

-coRRESPONDENCE TO PRINCIPAI:;S
REGARDING STUDY

September 26, 1978

Dear
At the October 4th elementary principals'. meeting, you will have an
opportunity to participate in a study that will provide important
information about elementary principals.
As you come to the meeting you will be given two questionnaires which
will take about ten minutes to complete. Many of you will have it
completed before the meeting begins. To encourage candid responses,
complete anonymity of your responses will be insured.
The questionnaires are a part of a study to determine if there are
relationships among a principal's interpersonal orientation, his/her
effectiyeness, and h.is/her reaction to Bilingual/Crosscultural
education.
·
Information from your responses could provide valuable information for
professional development programs given by the district or offered by
the University of the Pacific. When the study is completed, I will be
glad to provide each of you with a summary of the findings from the
study. I wi 11 be looking forward to seeing you on October 4th,
Sincerely,
Raymond Tom
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OF APPRECIATION
TO PRINCIPALS

October 11, 1978

Dear Elementary Principals,
Thank you very much for your cooperation in responding to the FIRO-B
questionnaire and the Bi linguai/Crossculturai-Principal Information
questionnaire last week. Your responses to the questionnaires will
provide the data necessary for investigating the relationshirs between
the effectiveness of principals, interpersonal behavior, and reaction
to Bilingual/Crosscultural education.
If you have any questions about the study please call me_. Summaries of
the results of the study will be sent to you sometime in the Spring,
when the study is completed and accepted by the University of the
Pacific. I wish each of you a very productive school year.
Sincerely,Raymond Tom
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APPENDIX C
_ FIRO-B QUESTIONNAIRE_

FIRO-B
1977 Edition

WILL SCHUTZ, Ph.D.
DIRECTIONS: This questionnaire explores the typical
ways you interact with people. There are no right or
wrong answers.
Sometimes people are tempted to answer questions
like these in terms of what they think a person should
do. This is not what is wanted here. We would like to
know how you actually behave.
Some items may seem similar to others. However,
each item is different so please answer each one without regard to the others. There is no time limit, but do
not debate long over any item.
NAME ~----

GROUP _ __
DATE --"--~--- AGE

c

1 40

A

S1,1m

II +C+ AI

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following answers:

For each statement below, decide which of the following answers best applies to you. Place the
number of the answer in the box at the left of the statement. Please be as honest as you can.
I. never

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

2. rarely

3. occasionally

4. sometimes

D
D

I . I try to be with people.

2. I let othe r people decide what to do.

3. I join social groups.

4. I try to have close relati o nshi ps w ith
people.

5. I tend to

soc ial organizations
when I have a n o pportunity.
J0 111

6. I let other people strongly influence
m y actions.

7. I try to be inc luded in informa l soc ial
activities.

8. I try to have close, personal relati onships with people.

D
D
D
D
D
D

9.

5. often

I. nobody

6. usually

try to include ot her people
plans.

111

my

I 0. I let other people control my actions.

II. I try to have people around me.

12. I try to get c lose and personal with
people.

D

2. one or two
people

3. a few
pe01)le

4. some
people

28. I like people to invite me to th ings.

D

29. I like people to act close a nd personal

D
D

30. I try to influe nce stro ngly ot he r peo-

witll me .

ple's act ions.

3 1. I like people to in vi te me to joi n

l 3. When people are doing thin gs toget her
I te nd to join the m.

D

32. I li ke people to act close toward m e.

14. I am eas il y led by people.

D

33. I try to take c harge of th ings when I
am with people.

D

34. I like people to include me

16.

r try to participate in group activities.

their

activi ties.

15. I try to avoid being alone .

6. most
people

D

35.

D

36. I try to have other people do things

D

like people to act cool and d ista nt
toward me.

the way I wa nt them done.

37. I like people to ask me to pa rticipate
in thei r discussions.

111

the ir activ ities .

111

5. many
pCO!)Ie

D

38. I like people to act friend ly toward

D

39. I like people to invite me to partici-

D

40. I like people to act distant toward me.

m e.

pate in their activities .

For each of the next grou1) of statements, choose one of the following answers :
I. never

2. rarely

3. occasionally

4 . sometimes

5. often

6. usually

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following a nswers:
I. nobody

D
D

D

2. one or two
people

3. a few
people

4. some
people

17. I try to be friendly to people.

18. I let other people decide what to do.

D
D

5. many
people

23.

6 . most
people

try to get close a nd pe rsonal with
people.

24. I let other people control my actions.

19. My personal relations with people are
cool and dista nt.

D
D

20. I let other people ta ke c ha rge of

D

22. I Jet other people strongly influence
m y actions.

D

25. I act cool and distant wit h people.

things.

2 1. I try to have close relationships with
people.

D

26. I am easil y led by people.

D

27. 1 try to have close, personal relationships with people.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

41. I try to be the dominant person when
I a m with people.

42. I li ke people to invite me to things.

43. I like people to act close toward me.
44. I try to have other people do t hings I
wan t done.

45. I like people to invite me to join their
activities.

46. I like people to act cool and distant
toward me.

47. 1 try to influence strongly other pcopic's actions.

D
D
D
D
D
D
0
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48.

like people to includc me
activities.

ll1

their

49. I like people to act close and personal
with me.

50. I try to take charge of things when I'm
with people.

5 1. I like people to invite me to participate in their activities.

52. I like people to act distant toward me.
53.

r

try to have other people do things
the way I want them done.

54. 1 take charge of things w hen I'm wi th
people.

APPENDIX D
________________________B_I_L_I~
N=
GU
=A
==~CROSS GU hTURA L=PR1NCIPAL
INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

BILINGUAL/CROSSCULTURAL-PRINCIPAL
INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Bilingual/Crossc ultura l Education
1.
2.

have

educati~

years of experience in Bi lingual/Crosscultural

Compared to the regular sc hool program, Bilingual/Crosscu ltural
education meets the educational needs of limited-English speak ing /
non-Engli s h speaking students
2
3
much less
less
with about
effectively effectively the same
effect

4

5

more
much more
effectively effectively

3. Compared to the regular school program, Bilingual/Crossc ultural
_ _ _ _ _ _ __,_~educat-ion help s limited-Engl-i s speal<ing/non-Engli sh speaking
students to lea rn English
much slower

4.

2
slower

2

5
much quicker

poorly

3

4

5

about the same

well

very we 11

Compared to the regul a r sc hool program, Bilingual/Cros scultural
education enhances the se lf-concept s of limited -Engli sh speak ing/
non-Engli s h speaking students
1

much worse

6.

4
quicker

Compared to the regular sc hool program, Bi lingual/Crosscultural
education help s limited -Engli s h speaking/non-English spe aking
students adju s t socially and emotionally to sc hool
very poorly

5.

3
at the same
rate

2

3

worse

about the same

4
better

5
much bet ter

Cbmpared to the regular school program, Bil ingu a l/Crosscu ltural
educati on motivates limited-Engli s h speaking/non-English speak ing
students to participate in school activities
much less

2

3

4

5

less

about the same

more

much more
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7.

Compared to the regular ~chool program, Bi lingual/Crosscultural
education provides an educational program for fluent-English
speaking students that is . .

3

2

much worse

8.

1

2
less

3
about the same

4
3
neither
desireable
desireable
nor undesireable

2
undesireable

2

5

highly
desireable

disagree

3

no opinion

4

5

agree

strongly agree

2
disagree

3
no opinion

4
agree

5
strongly agree

My staff members who are a part of the Bi I inguai/Crosscultural
education program have been trained to teach in Bilingual/Crosscultural education
very poor I y

13.

5

much better

ihe primary goal of Bilingual/Crosscultural education should be to
help the limited-English speaking/non-English speaking students
make a successful transition into the English curriculum as will
as to maintain the students' own language and culture
strongly
disagree

12.

4
better

-ihe-primary goal of Bi I ingual/Crosscultural education should be to
help limited-English speaking/non-English speaking students make a
successful transition into the English language curriculum
strongly
disagree

11.

5

much better

When there is a sufficient number of limited-English speaking/
non-English speaking students in a school or- a grade level, a
Bilingual/Crosscultural educational program in the school would
be •
highly
.undesireable

-10.

about the same

Parent support and involvement from parents of limited-English
speaking/non-English speaking students in Bilingual/Crosscultural
education when compared to the regular school program is
much less

9.

worse

4
better

2
poorly

3

adequately

4

5

more than
adequately

superbly

The amount of knowledge about Bilinguai/Crosscultural education
that I have acquired in the past three years have been
1
very 1 itt le

2
little

3

adequate

4
more than
adequate

5
great
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14.

Compared to my attitude toward Bilingual/Crosscultural ed uca ti on
three years ago, my attitude toward Bi lin gua l /Crosscultur3l
educ a tion toda y is
2

much more
negative

15.

4

5

more
positive

muc h more
posi ti ve

The instructional staff not part of the schoo l Bilingual/Crosscultural ed uca ti on program provide the program with .
2 .

very 1 itt 1e
support

16.

3

more about the same
negative

3

4

5

little some support much. support very much
support
support

Please indicate the Bilingu~l/Crosscultural education program
that mos t closely resemb le the program at yo ur schoo l.
The students' mother tongue i s used to permit the studen t s to
adjust to schoo l and t o lea rn the s ubj ect matter. When the
students have attained functi ona l use of Engli sh, they are expected
to receive all their instruction in En g li s h.

Both aural and oral skills are de_veLoped- in E ng l~ish-as-we l~l
-------------.as in- the s tuaents 1 mother tongue. Lit eracy ski 11 s in the mother
tongue are r1 ot developed. The ~t ud ents are taught to· read in
English only.
Fluency and literacy in English and in the ~tudents'
tongue are both developed. Liter acy in the mother tongue
usually re s tricted to spec ific a rea s of study li ke e thnic
Science and math are usually the s ubjects that are taught
English only.

mothe r
is
st udi es .
in

Fluency and literacy are developed and mainta ined in· English
and the s tud ent s' mother tongue. All s ubject s are taught in both
languages .
Other. · Please describe .

17.

Check the items be low that describe the approaches you are
utilizing in your Bi lingual /Crosscultural educat ion program.
You may check a s many items as you need to describe you r program.
The limited-En g lish speaking/non-English speaking st udents
leave their regular classrooms to receive bilingual instruction.
The limited-Engli s h speaking/non-English speak ing st uden ts
ar=e--tn a bi 1 ingual classroom wi.th ~ bi 1 ingual teacher.
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The limited-English speaking/non-English s peakin g students
are-in regul a r classrooms with an English speakingteachersand
bi 1ingual aides .
The limited -En g l ish s pea king/non-Engli s h s peaking s tudents
are-in regular classrooms and are rece iving individualized bi lingual in s truction with the he lp of parents and others.
The limited-Engli s h speak ing/n on -Eng li s h spea king students
basically have as Engl is h as a Second Language program.
Other.

Please describe .

Exper ience, Effectiveness , and Need s
1.

I have been a principal for

2.

Please write a code number on each of the lines below.
following code:
2

=
=

3
4

=
=

5=

years.
Use the

wo ] d_ l i ke- i ndept-h- t ra-in i g irlfh is area.
want some additional development in this area.
am adequate in this area.
am st rong in this area.
am very strong in this area.

____ Knowledge about curriculum.
Curriculum development.
____ Student control and management.
Communit y and parent relations.
Participatory management and shared decision making.
____ Contract management .
Supervision and evaluation of personnel.
Staff development .
____ Program evaluation.
Conflict resolution.
Handling job related stress.
____ Time management.
Other .

Please specify.
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3.

In achieving the goals of the school district and in meeting the

needs of my staff members, I consider myself
as effective as most district elementary principals.
more effective than most district elementary principals.
among the most effective district elementary principals.

APPENDIX E
CORRESPONDENCE TO PRINCIPALS REQUESTING
ADDITIONAL INFOR11ATION

February 7 .• 1979

Dear Elementary Principals,
Your responses to my two questionnaires last October provided some
Interesting information. Your responses on the interpersonal relations
orientation questionnaire indicated that, as a group, the principals
have interpersonal relations orientation scores that closely resemble
the population as a whole. The distribution of the scores look very
much I ike the classic "be II" shaped curve: Your responses on the
Bi linguai/Crosscultural questionnaire were generally favorable, with
80 percent of the responses indicating that B/CC education is doing as
well as and sometimes better than the regular program in meeting the
educational needs of limited-English speaking/non-English speaking
students.
There is one question on the B/CC questionnaire that I would like to
follow-up on so that I might be able to provide an accurate explanation
of the responses to the question for my Chapter V. The question read .
"Coriipa red to 3 years ago, my attitude toward B/CC education
Is . • . "
As a favor to me, would you please respond to this question again, and
give a short statement as to why you gave the response you did. To
Insure candid responses, please do not write your names on the responses.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely,
Paymond Tom

Compared to 3 years ago, my attitude toward B/CC education is
much more
negative

2
more
negative

3
the
same

because

4
more
positive

5
much more
positive

------------------------------------------------------
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